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State rests case against Reiman
By Da"a DeBltauniont
StaffV• .-iter

Prosecution in the Johnson County
murder-for-hire charge against SIT~-C
Physical Plant assistant director
rested its case Tuesday after less than
a haH day of testimony, triggering
spet:ulatic.n that jury deliberation
could begin today.
Dale Reiman'" attorney, Richard E.
wt;.te, said he will prave that the
prosecution's key witness, David Scott

Polk, is a "liar. Not mistaken, but a
liar." The trial will resume at 9 a.m. in
the Jolmson Caunty Courthouse in
Vienna, about 50 miles south of Carbondale.
Reiman is accused of attempting to
rire Polk, an inmate at the Shawnee
Correctional Centt:r in Johnson County,
to arrangl' the murder of a male
student worker. Reiman is accused in
Jackson County of kidnapping and
sexually assau~ting the same student in

December 1980. The name of the
student is beinl withheld.
Polk told II jury of seven women and
five men that Reiman paid him $750 to
have the student kidnapped on New
Year's Eve 1986 and Iield for three
days. Then, the student was to be taken
to a truck stop in Eff'mgham where
Reiman would threaten him over the
telephone that be'd be killed if be didn't
drop the charges, Polk testified.
"I told him (Reiman) that I didn't

want tc be involved. But I also told him
that I would check it out," Polk said.
Shawnee Correctional Center
records sbow Reiman probably visited
Polk on Dec. 26, 28 and 29, 1986.
Records show bow long a person was at
the institution, but nut if a \ isitor actually talked to the requested inmate,
witness Lawrence Hass, a Shawnee
Correctional Center employee, said.

s.. REIMAN. Page 5

Guyon disputes
lEA on staff size
By John Baldwin
Staff Writer

Figures from an Illinois
Education Associo.tion news
release that were used in a
Daily Egyptian editori::I.l
critical of administrative
growth Ilave been described as
misleading.
"The staff figures are not an
accurate representation of the
staffing patterns of the
Univer~ity,"
University
President John Guyon told
Daily Egyptian edit.ors in a
meeting Tuesday.
The lEA member who
compiled the figures was
una va ilabJe for comment.

The editorial quoted figures
that indicate the University
lost 152 full-time faculty
m~mbers, while it addt:d 2\1
administrative positions

between the 1981-82 school
year and last year. The figures
also show the chancellor'S
office grew from 17 positions to
35.
The administration says the
figures for the two years are
based on different criteria.
The adminstration says the
method of determining the
number of faculty at the
University changed in 1983,
making a comparison between
the 1981-82 school year and the
1986-87 school year inappropriate.
Guyon said an analysis from
his office indicated facultv
positions budgeted have
decreased from 915 to 907 since
1983.
The lEA based its figures on
See FIGURES, Page 5

City debates ditching
railroad relocation
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

It's time for Carbondale to
explore alternatives to its
railroad reloca~on project,
Mayor Neil Dillard said at the
City Council meeting Tuesday.
While discussing the the
possibility of ditching the Big
Ditch plan, Dillard said the
city should try to get funding
while Rep. Ken Gray is still in
Congress.
More than 70 percent of
vehicles that cross railroad
tracks in Carbondale do so at
Grand Avenue, Walnut Street
and Main Street, according to
a report by City Manager Bill
Dixon.
Gray, D-West Frankfort, has

This ~Iorning
SIU-C bids for
earthquake center
-
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Bush wins big,
Dukakis leading
-
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Rain threatens
softball games
Showera, 80s.

Sports 24

urged officials to look at less
costly alternatives to the $67

~~~~!d~iJ~~N~oii~:nJ:l06~J

railroad tracks running
through the city to about 30
feet below street level,
eliminating street crossings.
About $5.7 million is
currently available for the
proje<"t.
The federal Highway Administration "ill not release
funds for the rroject until the
entire $67 million is secured,
unless the city approves an
alternative plan.
The council is expected to
decide whether it will explore
alternative approaches at its
AprilS meeting.

Soggy day
B.J_ Sohn, junior In journalism, collects the
books that he dropped In the rain on

Tuesday. There were 2.84 Inches of rain
reported afthe S«ithern illinois Airport.

Computer glitch zaps paychecks
By Curtis Winston
Staff Writer

The University's payroll office says a change
in computer policy is what caused an employee's paycheck to be sent to the wrong address.
Catherine Ann Hagler, Daily Egyptian advertising supervisor, said her paycheck was
sent to another Cathy Hagler who did not work
for the University. "Fortunately," she said, the
other Hagler "was honest" and mailed the
check to the DE employee.

About 20 cases like Hagler's have come up
since the University Directory - a campuswide, computerized list of people who
receive Bursar's statements - was implemented in May 1987, said James D.
Hamilton, payroll office director. Data in the
directory includes a person's name and mailing
address.
The error occured because a University office
worker changed the address without checking

s.. PAYROLL, Page 5

Official: U.S. condoned Noriega's dealings
WASHINGTON <uP!) The U.S. government ignored
overwhelming evidence of
drug dealing, money laundering and other corruption by
Panama since the mid-1970s, a
former National Security
Council official told Congress
Tuesday.
Norman A. Bailey, who
served as a senior economic
adviser to the council from
1981 to 1983, said the administration
had
unmistakeable information that
Gen. Manuel Noreiga's
government was involved in
drug trafficking, gun running,

Gus Bode

U.S. Protests Panamanian raid
Catholic Church asks Noriega to reSign
-Page 10
money laundering and tranfer
of technology to the Soviet
bloc.
The information was "at
best ignored and at worst
hidden and denied by many
different agencies and
departments of the govern·
ment of the United States," he

told the House Select Commit.tee on Narcotics Abuse and
Contrul.
"AvailaDle to me as an official of the NSC and available
to any authorized official of thl'
U.S. government is a plethora
$eo NOR lEIlA, Page 5

Gu. ..y. Re.g.n knew
Norleg. w••• drug dealer,
but he w•• our drug dealer.
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Iraqi jets attack tankers,
Iran attacks oil platform
MANAMA, Bahrain (uPIl - Iraq said its warplanes attacked
two supertankers serving Iranian coastal oil terminals Tuesday,
and Tehra'l reported nine people were killed in Iraqi air raids on
Iranian cities. The Iranian news agency also reported that
Iranian naval forces attacked the AI Bakr oil platform off the
Iraqi port of Faw in the northern Persian Gull. It said the platform, not in useat the time of tbeattack, was set ablaze.

Armenian nationalists' strike affects Soviets
MOSCOW (uPIl - The Soviet Union acknowledged Tuesday
that a 6-day-old strike by Armenian nationalists over the
disputed enclave of Nagorno Karabakh has disrupted the
economies of two republics. Certain enterprises are not functioning and others are not functioning normally, Foreign
Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov said, adding that
people stayed home from work today. Gerasimov said
Stepanakert, the capital of Nagorno Karabakh, was almost shut
down as Armenian nationalists struck for a sixth day to try to
force Soviet authorities to transfer control of the region to Armenia.

Three bombs explode in Argentine theaters
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (UPIl - Bombs exploded almost
simultaneously Tuesday in three downtown Buenos Aires movie
theaters, injuring three people, police said. A fourth bomb
planted inside another theater was defused in time by bomb
disposal experts, police said. No political group immediately
claimed responsibility for the wave of bombings that occurred
during early afternoon showfug when the theaters were not
crowded.

U.S. balloonists ready to go round-tha-world
MENDOZA, Argentina (UP!) - Two Kansas balloonists said
Tuesday last minute technical problems have been resolved and
they were readying for an attempt to make the first round-theworld balloon journey. A team of U.S. and Argentine engineers
installed a new valve for the three-chamber helium and hot-air
balloon as they raced to prepare the aircraft while weather and
wind conditions were favorable, said pilot John R. Petrehn.

Controversy causes top Meese aides to quit
WASHINGTON (UPl) - Two top Justice Department officials, in a sharp blow to Edwin Meese, quit Tuesday because
they believe the legal and ethical questions swirling around the
attorney general are crippling the department's ability to function, sources said. Deputy Attorney General Arnold Burns, the
No. 2 official under Meese, and Assistant Attorney General
William Weld, thE:: department's criminal chief, both submitted
their resignations to President Reagan but refused to publicly
disclose their reasons for leaving.

Future interpretation of INF treaty resolved
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate Foreig~ Relations
Committee cleared the way Tuesday for a final panel vote
Wednesday on the historic INF treaty by declaring that future
changes in the treaty's meaning must win Senate approvaL The
panel also said a potential controversy over whether the treaty
covered futuristic weapons was defused with administration
assurances that all weapons capable of covering the prohibited
range of 300 to 3,400 miles - including any using exotic
technology and still on the drawing boards - are banned.

Secret payments to Contras' families to end
WASHINGTON (UP!) - Families of Nicaraguan Contra
fighters have gotten secret U.S. payments for years but the
subsidies are due to end Friday and some administration officials fear the cutoff will lead to the collapse or the rebel army.
These officials are boping Congress will restore the funds,
possibly by week's end, to avert a mass exodus from the already
dwindling U.S.-backed Contra forces that have fought
Nicaragua'll Sandinista government since 1981.

Reagan qualifies earlier description of North

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT;

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan tried to qualify his
earlier description of Oliver North as "a hero," saying Tuesday
he simply meant that the Marine lieutenant colonel was bigbly
decorated for his service in Vietnam. But Reagan also said he
would await a judgment of a jury that ultimately will determine
whether North and former national security adviser John
Poindexter are guilty of any crimes in the Iran-Contra scandal.
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Candidate: Student representation needed
IN HIS TWO years with the
usa, Hagerman has served as
chairman of the commmittee
on internal affairs. He said
serving on both the legislative
and executive branches of the
student senate has given him
valuable experience.
Hagerman also has worked
with usa commissions on
projects such as Day of Action
II.

Hagerman seeks
more active voice
for students
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Chuck Hagerman wants to
make student government
better represented on both the
Universitv and state levels so
student concerns can be heard.
Hagerman. 22, senior in
biology and :-nicrobiology and
vice president of the Undergraduate
Student
Organization, is petitioning to
run for usa president on the
Phoenix party ticket.
Hagerman said the last
three presidents have been
from the Phoenix party and
have done a good job.
"I would like to keep the
party active as long as it is
b~:id~g good candidates,"
HAGERMAN'S PLATFORM
includes:
-Advocating lower tuition.
The best way to lower tuition is
to get SIU-C involved with the
Illinois Student Association
and support the $1 refundable
fee to fund ISA, Hagerman
said.
However, the fee should go
through the USO first. U the
consensus is that ISA is not
doing a good job, he said, the
fee can be refunded to the
students.
-Continuing the Day of
Action rally as a lobbying
effort so stude!lts can help
keep the cost of higher
education down.
-Obtaining more financial
aid for students. There needs
to be a more accurate budget
survey, Hagerman said. A
separate budget should be
created for the Pe}; grant and
Guaranteed Student Loans, he
added, because they each
require different criteria for
students to meet.
ONE BUDGET would not
influence the other or raise or
lower requirements. Having
two separate budgets would
give students more money,
Hagerman said, adding, this

Ha ving people run
with a party makes it
easier for the voters,
Hagerman said. If they
meet the presidential
or vice-presidential
candidate for the party
and are impressed,
they are more likely to
vote for the senators
running with the party.

Hagerman said he doesn't
have any changes in mind for
the USO, but would like to
build and improve.
One of his main concerns is
to make the commissions more
active.
"They have been lacking,"
he said. They (commissions)
used to be very active, he
continued, and with the right
people and better recruitment,
they could do more than they
do now.

"Win or lose, 1 plan on being
up here (in the usa office)
being active and letting others
draw on my experience, II he
said.
Hagerman also explained
why he is running with a party.
Having people run with a
party makes it easier for the
voters, he said. If they meet
the presidential or vice
presidential candidate for the
party and are impressed, they
are more likely to vote for the
senators running with the

RECRUITMENT and public
relations need to be emphasized more, Hagerman
said.

Chuck Hagerman, the Phoenix party's candidate for
president.

usa

probably encourage more
students to vote, be said.

needs to be worked ...n for next
fall.
-Supporting an increase in
A STATEWIDE voter
the minimum wage. An effort
from students and the ISA registra tion competition
could help influence this at between colleges and
universities, like the coml~st in Illinois, Hagerman
petition between SIU-C and the
said.
-Revitalizing downtown University of Illinois also
Carbondale. A mass transit would encourage more
system could help by giving students to vote, he said, adstudents access to the area, ding, this would increase
Hagerman said. This could student awareness and make
"get some ni":e things down students a more powerful force
there for students," he said, in poilticaJ decision making.
-Implementing Univerand students should be concerned about it because "we're sitywide testing procedure
not just students, we're guidelines. Testing in many
citizens - we have to live courses is too subjective and
doesn't reflect the material
here."
-Supporting
voter mentioned in the University
registration by mail. catalog or syllabus, Hagerman
Legislation pending before the said. A standard should be set
General Assembly would allow stating how subjective a test
people to register by filling out can be and giving students a
a card and mailing it in, procedure to appeal test
Hagerman said. This would grades, he said.

He is in favor of the name
change for USO because
"stating that we're a student
governmel't and not just a
student club will get people
involved."

part~.

Hagerman also would like to
"keep up the professionalism"
of the USO and keep a good
representation of students. It's
important to find out what the
student body feels, he said, and
they need to know where they
can come to voice their
opinions.

Voters also don't have to
remember individual namf'S,
they can just remember :"l-Je
party, he said.
CANDIDATES WHO face
opposition are more likely to
get the vote if they are running
with a party than if they are
.-unning independently, he
said.

But the party name is really
One of his main concerns is not signiflcant, Hagerman
for a large voter turnout for in said. It is just registered as a
the USO election April 13. No
;~:',s::
matter who wins, the new ::n~r!J~~
president will ilave greater party's over," he said.
"When the election is over,
credibility if a lot of students
vote, he said.
work with whoever comes
m," Hagerman said.
MORE VOTES also would
Hagerman said he and vice
mean that USO is more accura tely representing the presidential candidate Nick
stuJent body, Hagerman said. Basil have spoken with all the
Candidates will work harder senators running with the
and be more concerned if they Pboenix Party and feel they
expect a large voter turnout, would be excellent additions to
the senate.
he said.
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Student Editor·in-Chief_ Toby Eckert: Editorial P'ige Editor. Jame5 J. Block.
A$$()(.iate Editorial Page Editor, Darren Richardson; Managing Editor, Gordon

Billingsley

Postal rate boost
raises questions
THE POSTAL RATE boost, according to a postal serv~ce
spokesman, will help to ensure continued quality service_
But that statement raises the question: "Just what is the
postal service's idea of quality'?"
Since 1968, when the price of a first class stamp was 6
cents, the overall inflatIOn rate in the United States is 231
percent. The price of a stamp will soon be 25 cents - that's
a 316 percent inflation rate for the postal service_
While the postal service points to a larger volume of mail
and added delivery addresses - seven million additional
pieces of mail delivered in the last fiscal year - that's no
excuse for it's rising prices_ In fact, it seems that more
pieces of mail would lower the cost of sending a letter,
since transporta tion costs wouldn't rise with each letter.
THE POSTAL SERVICE says the average American
family will end up paying approximately $10 more annually becal'se of the increase_ If the rates would stay
fixed for a lcng period of time - say a decade or so perhaps the United States could live with the higher cost.
But this will be the third time since rates have gone up
since 1981.

Tile HeitApparen.t.

Letters
Loopholes foil affirmative action

Southern Illinois is my
home. 1 was born here. 1 am
trying to raise my children
here.
I'm peeved_ Southern Illinois
is a place where we are supTrue enough, the postal service now has added posed to be able to grow and
responsibilities because of the Budget Reconciliation Act prosper, but it seems to me
of 1987. It has to pay health benefit costs previously suI>- they have found a way to smut
sidized by the federal government, but this is one of the our growth. They use millions
of loopholes in the law to stifle
rare legitimate reason for an increase.
our progress. Affirmative
The postal service says no increases are foreseen in the action, which is what we are
near future, but that's a familiar line. They said the same fighting for, is not working
thing in 1985, when first class stamps went up from 20 to 22 because of its loopholes. They
make a law, but with these
cents.
loopholes they actually avoid
the law was created for
PRESIDENT REAGAN HAS wanted privatization of the -what
to ensure equal opportunity
postal industry for a long time, and a special commission to all_
has just recommended it While some may say this is a
naive solution to a complex problem, maybe the postal
We are one of the richest
service needs that sort of threat hanging over its head to countries in the world, but you
improve service and management procedures.
can walk down the streets of
any town Gr city in any state
The postal service gives figures that show average and see poverty. The govem
American production workers averaged a little more than meilts of cities, states -"If! the
a dollar an hour in 1944, enabling them to purchase 33 nation should focus tteir atstamps. That average is now approximately $9 per hour,
enabling the purchase of 36 stamps_ This is all good and
well, but isn't the point of a legal monopoly to keep costs
down and service at a peak?
In this letter, I want to unIn the last 10 years, the postal service has achieved five dertake the unpopular task of
deficit years and five profit years, with a net profit of 560 actually praismg the Daily
million dollars. With better management, it should be able Egyptian. For the past six
to realize a profit annually and pass the savings back to the years, I have been a regular
customer_ That means a rate decrease isn't out of the and avid reader of the DE,
saving a few minutes of my
question when profits are up.
daily schedule to glance
through its pages. Often, 1
have been amused, or even
outraged. by the fluctuating
standards of journalism, or by
the thoughtlessness of some
editorials and letters. And,
"Some of our cardiologists didn't like the idea_" Dr. Martin
almost every day, 1 have had
Jacobs of St. Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston. N_J., on
my red pen to damn the
the hospitals new McDonald's snack bar
proofreaders who never failed.
to miss awkward sentences,
"I feel a little like Zsa Zsa Gabor's fifth husband. I know what
misspelled. words, fragments
I'm supposed to do but I'm not sure how to make it interesting_" or totall!, incomprehensible
Sen. Albert Gore Jr., on following 23 other speakers at a partyheadlines.
unity dinner in Chicago
1 am sUre these dail~ oops-

tentJon on the poverty ana
starvation in their own
backyards.
With the poverty and
joblessness that is all around
us, it is even more disturbing
when you look around for
blacks in the work force. It is
appalling to see there are no
black county workers. no black
fire fighters or 1a w en~
forcement officers and very
few blacks working in area
businesses.
As an example of what 1 am
talking about, let's look at one
situation in Williamson
County. May Construction Co.
of Carterville was awarded
about $100,000 for the extention
of the waterlines in the No. 9
community area. Even though
this money was allocated to
upgrade our poor black
community, there are no
blacks working on these lines.
1 defif'ite1y feel blacks should
have jobs in such projects.

The problem basically lies
with the way the contracts are
written. Since Ike Kirkikis is
one of the people who write
these contracts, why don't
he and the other people include
affirmative action'! Why do
they fail to require something
so simple yet so powerful and
far-reaching as far as its
impact on the poor? We must
begin to see strong affirmative
action guidelines written into
these contracts and they must
stipulate the hiring of
minorities.
The Williamson County
Coalition has been formed to
make sure that poor people
and, in particular, poor black
people are given a fair shot at
those jobs that are available in
our area. We will strive to
bring about a change in the
overall attitude of blacks and
whites in Williamson County.
- DwaiD Hunl, Colp

Quality of Daily Egyptian has improved

Quotable Quotes

Doonesbury
FOR 7laifi Q<' Yal /UK) IJONT
KNOW M&, MY NAM& 5 ft4va:::,
ANO I t«JRI( FOR. A NORTH
AMfiRlOIN IAfTlJU,Gf3/IIC&
AGCNCY fAIHIOf 5ffAU- GO
/ NAM&l&SS.

searches are practiced by
I don't 9,uestiOD the value of
many other readers as well. the n~ative criticism often
But this spring, something voiced m these columns. The
curious happened. Unlike in DE should improve its
the past, I now find myseU proofreading staff. It should
spending more than a few address campus policy issues
minutes to browse the DE and more frequently. It should
actually reading it - not include more stories related to
merely for its errors, but for art and culture. It should
its refreshingly improved reconsider the lame wisdom of
journalistic content, from the
rinting "Sunglasses." But 1
editorial!l to the staff essays So think we also shOt.il.d praise
and reviews, even including the DE staff wben it challenges
the day-to-day reportage of our perpetually low exnews items.
pectatiOil& of it
The spring staff of the
newspaper, led by its ob- :eW!~=li~~J work~m~~:
viously superior editor-in- close themselves hour after
chief, Toby Eckert, has proven hour in the news and printing
that the DE can be in- rooms of the DE: keep up the
formative, thoughtful and even good work. - AuOIl AJi,
something to be proud of.
graduate, English
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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REIMAN, from Page 1 - - · - Polk, who had a money order
for $750 from Reiman
depOSited in his inmate trust
fund on Dec. 29, denied
Reiman a visit on Jan. 3, 1987.
"I didn't want to see him at
all," Polk said. "I beat him out
of his money and that was my
whole purpose and I didn't
want to face him."
Polk said he didn·t hire
anyone to kill the student for
Reiman.
Polk saiv he had told his
parents in JSJ.uary or
February about Reiman's
request, but they thought he

wc;;Jkin~aid

he has known
Reiman for about 13 years.
Reiman was youth director in
the Murphysboro church Polk
attended.
Polk said he had always
known Reiman as "a friend."
White, in his opening
statements, pointed out that
Polk waited seven months to
report the incidents.
"He did tell his mother and
his mother dian't believe
him," hesaid.
Polk said he waited to tell
prison officials about his encounters with Reimaa until
after he had seen a television
report on Aug. 19 that Reiman
had been charged in Ja(:kson
County with sexual assault and
kidnapping charges. Polk's
statement was not recorded.
"I didn't really know if Dale
was for real or not," Polk said.
"When I saw it on TV, I knew
be had seriously kidnapped the
kid and wanted to have him
killed."
On Aug. 20, police recorded
two interviews with Folk.
In the first interview, Poil!:
told rulice about Reiman's
~inv~~::e~\.tell officials of
Detectives turned off the
tape recol'der and told Polk
that they "didn't feel the whole
truth hils been brought out"

'I
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Although Physical Plant
Assistant Director Dale
Reiman's accrued leave of
absence extends to around
May I, the University administration may take
"immediate action" to
determine his job status if
he is convicted of a
solicitation-to-commit-murder
charge in Johnson County,
said Personnel Services
Director William Capie
Tuesday.
Capie said "it would be
premature to speculate" on
the review procedure or
actions to be taken. The
final decision will probably
be made by Presiasnt John
Guyon, he added.
Johnson County Judge
James Williamson said
Reiman's trial could be
concluded by Thursday.
Reiman began his leave of
because they had records that
showed Reiman had depositell
$750 in Polk's account, witness
Richard Evans, Illinois State
Police director of criminal
investigations, said.
"He (Polk) admitted he
received the cashiers check.
but said he was afraid of being
charged with conspiracy,"
Evans said. "We told him be
would not be charged because
we felt we would not have a
case without his testimony."
In the second recorded interview, Polk explained his
invalvement.
White said, "Evidence
shows that be (Polk) lied in the
first interview and that he lied
in the second interview that
was not recorded."
"Sometimes it's difficult to
tell if someone is lying or not, ..
be said.
After the second interview,

day
after he was arrested for
solicitation-to-commit-murder
charges in Jackson County.
e wthaneet
TRheel:maCnDarhir~;'::ed aallesgha

Correctional Center inmate
to arrange tha murder of a
male student worker.
An accrued leave of absence is time accumulated
from vacation or sick
leaves.
Reiman, who has worked
for the University since
1977, was appointed to his
present post in June 1986.
Reiman also was arrested
by Carbondale police on
Aug. 5 and charged in
Jackson County wiL.'1 the
kidnapping and sexual
assault of the same student
worker over a four-day
period in December 1986.
Reiman has pleaded
innocent to the 21 related
charges in Jacksoli County.
Polk said he called Reiman
while officials were present to
ask if he was still interested in
having the student killed.
"He acted really shaky but
said, 'I was just kidding' and
asked if I enjoyed the money,"
Polk said.
Court records show that
White could have as many as
29 witnesses, including
Reiman and bis father,
Whayne.
Murder-for-hire is a class X
felony, punisbable by a
minimum of six years and
maximum of 30 years in
prison. Reiman was arrested
and charged with the felony on
Sept. 14.
Reiman, wbo is on a leave of
absence frem the University,
also faces 21 charges of kidnapping and sex-related offenses in Jackson County.

PAYROLL, from Page 1 - NORIEGA
social security numbers,
Michael E. Schwartz, I f
Hamilton said,
assistant director of data base
rom Page, 1
"We are going to have to
for . Computing
I

info~tion.

write a memo to all the offiCes
to tell them to do a beti.er job,"
Hamilton said.
Before the directory came
into use, each office had its
own system of changing addresses and people had to
notify several offices of their
address change, Hamilton
said. With the computerized
directory, he said, the proe~
of changing addresses IS
centralized and simplified.
However the simplified
process l~aves room for
human error, University
Controner Jeff Holder said.
"There are a lot of benefits,
but also a lot of problems," he
said.

AffaIrS, !;'ild while the ola
decentralized system gave
offices more contr!?l ove.r
address changes, It also
allowed for redundant, Dbsolete data..
..
The UmveIslty Dll'ectory
"gives. aU the offices the opportunity to ha,:e current
data,"Scbwa~sald.
.
Cl--:B rles H. H~ld~man, ":tce
president for fmanclal affaIrS,
said Hagler's case was ~e
only one he knew about, adding
that he didn't realize the scope
of the problem.
.
"When people start entering
data into the system, mistakes
are going to occur," Hindersman said.

of buman intelligence
electronic intercepts and
satellite and overflight
pbotography that taken
together constitute not a
'smoking gun' but rather
a 21-cannon barrage of
evidence," he said.
Appearing before the
committee
later,
Assistant Secretary of
State Elliott Abrams
denied Bailey's charge.
He said the government
was aware of rumors and
allegations but did not
have solid information
t hat Pan a maw a s
engaged in the drug
trade.

FIGURES, from Page 1 - - - public records that show the
number of positions filled on a
single day.
Ernest Lewis, associate vice
president for academic affairs, said the category from
which the IEA drew its figures
for administrative positions
from a part of the report that
included people whose time is
split between administrative
and faculty duties. This includes some chairpersons, an
assistant chairperson,
directors, assistant directors
and coordinators.
The lEA itself has argued
that chairpel'lSons should be
considered faculty rather than
administra tors.
Lewis E:aid some othE'r
people included in those

categories also have faculty
duties in addition to their
administrative positions.
The increase cited in the
chancellor's office is due
partly to the Internal Audit
Commission, which was
moved from the president's
office to the chancellor's office
staff in 1983.
The number of positions in
the chancellor's office and the
Internal Audit Commission
combined was 35.5 in the 198182 school year. Currently, 34.6
people are emJ:loyed in the
chan~ellor's office, including
those who work in the internal
audit division.
Excluding people in the
internal audit division, the
chancellor'S office has grown

from 20.5 positions in the 198182 school year to 23.6 positions
now.
Herbert Donow. president of
University Professionals of
SIU, a teacher's union. said of
the figures. "The implication
that this is part of a top-heavy
administrative superstructure
is a little bit misleading."
"I don't disagree with the
general point of the editorial."
he said.
He said that some of the
positions that have resulted in
an increase in administration
are beneficial to the Universitv
and should nol be criticizell.
The lEA and UP are the two
unions vying to represent
University employees should
they decide to unionize.
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Hand Painted Ea~ter
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Westown Mali (next to Murdale
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549-1031

QUARTER POUND

• BURGER
• fRIES
$
• SOFT DRINK

All For Only ..

PLUS
TAX

Quality Food at a Great low Price!
709 S. ILLINOIS

SIU-C bids on quake office
5 locations
in 4 states
will compete

may stay in Marion, he said.
The proposals to relocate
came after CUSEC director
and founder Erie Jones died on
Dec. 29, 1987. "Jones lived in
Marion and that's why its
offices are there," Maher said.
CUSEC coordinates the
earthquake emergency efforts
of Arkansas, Illinois. Indiana.
Kentucky. Missis!'lippi.
Missouri and Tennessee.
"We would be looking for a
location th;it will tie the seven
states into a common thread in
planning for a catastrophic
earthquake." Maher said.
The author of the proposal
for SIU-C, said he could not
comment about what the
Uni versity has offered
CUSEC.
"All I can say is that we're
interested in having it here,"
John Sexton. associate
professor in geology. said.
SEMO proposal author
David Stewart also said he
could not comment, but

8y Curtis Winston
Statfll'/rlter

SIU-C and four other
universities located in the New
Madrid Fault zone are vying to
house the Marion-hased
Central United States Earthquake Consortium on their
campuses.
The CUSEC Board of
Directors will hear competing
proposals from SIU-C,
Southeast Missouri State,
University of Louisville,
University of Arkansas at
Little Rock, Memphis State
and Fulton County, Ky. at its
meeting on April 4 in St. Louis.
James Maher, CUSEC board
chairman, said relocating to a
university is only an alter·
native. The CUSEC offices

ro:a~ ~eu~l~~ ~~~~a~

of all the competing univer-

sities.
Carbondale is located about
90 miles northwest of the New
Madrid fault near New
Madrid. Mo. Seismologists say
an earthquake registering
more than 7.3 on the Richter
Scale could hit the area at any
time before the end of the
century.
Stewart said that a quake of
that magnitude would do more
than $50 billion worth of
damage.
In in the winter of 1811-1812
three major earthquakes were
reported along the New
Madrid fault. They were
thought to have an 8.8 reading
on the Richter Scale. Scientists
estimate that earthquakes
occur about every 75 years.
The last earthquake of any
consequence along the New
Madrid Fault occurred in 1895.
The New Madrid fault line
extends from the southern tip
of IllinOis to East-Central
Arkar.sas. It is about 120 miles
long and 40 miles wide and can
affect areas 300 miles on either
side of the line.
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Staff Writer

America needs to revive its
dwindling economic com·
petiti\'eness with European
countries by researching and
developing new chemical
technologies a che:nist s3id
Monday.
Mary Good, president of
engineered materials research
for Allied-Signal Inc., pointed
out the loss of major U.S.
markets to Japan in the areas
of electronics. machine tools,
and automobiles. She sdid the
industrial rise of Pacific Rim
countries, along with other
economic and political factors,
have resulted in the U.S. trade
deficit.
The chemical industry has
been most afLeted by the shift
m the world economy, she
said. Economic competition
from abroad has forced the
industry to invest in long-term
research and development,
Good said. Research and
development spending has
resulted in a 5 percent increase
in productivity in 1986, double
all other manufactoring.
"The U.S. chemical industry

is one of the few remammg

segments of the economy
where the U.S. still has a
significant, positive balance of
trade," Good said. "The health
of this industry should be a
high priority for the nation."
"We must recognize that the
molecular science of
chemistry is il t the heart of
new technology," Good said.
Chemical data bases are the
foundatior. for the molecular
design programs in the
development of new drugs,
high-performance rna terials,
specialty chemicals and
biotechnology products.
Science and mathematiC!>
are the basis for new chemical
technology, but according to
the National Science Foundation, American high school
students recieve only one third
as much exposure to science
and mathematics as students
in Japan. West Germany and
the Soviet Union. Good said
interest is even falling in
computer science.
"In our country, the demand
for competent scientists and
engineers is currently being
met by foreign students,"

Good said. The country is
losing more and more of those
people to industries in their
homelands, she said.
"Unless we make an effort to
attract more of the best minds
into science and str!ve to incorporate the new technologies
into academic curricula,
competition will over take the
United States." Good said.

Japan accounts for about
one-third of America's trade
deficit and the nations of Hong
Kong, South Korea, Singapore
and Taiwan are responsibl ~ .or
a larger portion than ail of
Western Europe, Good said.
America's
productivity
levels are the hIghest in the
world since the 194Os. but she
said U.S. productivity grew
slower than most other advanced industrial countries.
On the positive side, Good
said the falling value of the
dollar has opened some foreign
markets for U.S. goods and
several manufacturing industries are producing at
capacity, she said.

Study cooks up sweet recipes
By Amy Gaubatz
Staff Writer

looks and tastes like
sugar, but it's not.
A study of granulated
fructose, made from the starch
of corn, is being conducted by
the Department of Food and
Nutrition.
The study invohes ] 50
families living in rural lind
urban areas. throughOl·t
Illinois that were given a fuB
year's supply of fructo:.>s~.
"They have to tell us how they
have used it. and send in
recipes." Jeannette Endres. of
the food and nutrition
department. said. She added
that they have received 149
recipes.
Endres said that by conducting the study. they
(researchers) hope to produce
a cookbook. which explains
how to use fructose. She said
they will a1."o work with A.E.
Staley Inc .• a manufacturer of
fructose, to put the product on
the market for ret-iIers to use.
Representatives from A.E.
Staley Inc. which supplied
It

fructose for the study. met
with the researchers Monday.
to share information about the
sugar substitute and taste
products that were made with
It. Endres said.
"We planned how we can
work together in the future and
looked at how far we have
gotten with our testing."
"Since they are the
maufacturer&, they are in the
position to tell us what works
and what does not," she said of
the company. "They have a lot
of technical expertise. They
can tell us reasons why consumers are having problems
(with fructose) and why they
are not."
The study. which began last
October. is being funded by the
Illinois Corn Marketing Board.
and A.E. Staley Inc.
Fructose is available at
health food stores. Endres
said. "We are trying to learn
more about it. so we can utilize
it more and get a larger
marketfor it."
She said advantages of
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fructose are that it is made
from Illinois corn and it does
not raise blood sugar levels.
"Fructose is considered a
fruit sugar," she said. "It
occurs naturally in fruits ...
"It's excellent with
anything," she added. It can
be sprinkled OI! cereal, or used
in pies. -cakes. puddings, or
koolaid.
"It looks and tastes just like
sugar, but its characteristics
in baked goods are not the
same," she added. .. With
some cakes, wehaven't come
up with the right formulation."
"You can't just substitute
fructose for sugar, you have to
change other ingredients. You
might have to acId more or less
liquids, fat or eggs," she said.
She added that fcucWtie tends
to be sweeter than sugar and
therefore can be used in
smaller portions.
The families being studied
use fructose in their own
recipes, and they sometimes
combine it with other sweetners.
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New attraction added to 8G's comedy series
By Dena Schulte
Staff Writer

A Famous Funnies Comedy
Series, which will feature such
sucessful comedians as Emo
Phillips, Mac King and Fat
Paulsen, has been added to the
comedy series at BG's Old
Time Deli and Saloon, 1620 W.
MainSt.
The series began Monday
night with Michael Floorwax.
The series will be featured
one night a week, usually on a
Sunday, manager Drew Weeks
said.

"On May 1, we will have
Emo Phillips, who had his own
HBO special," he said. "He is
recognized as one of the top
stand·up comedians in the
country."
Phillips, a Chicago native,
will perform two shows at
BGs. "He has a very unique
brand of humor, different from
traditional comedy" Weeks
said.
Phillips has a whining type
voice which would be hard -to
imitate, he said. "He's a big
star for us to get. Normally he

would be playing at places like
Shryock," Weeks said. "J
would place him just one peg
below (Richard) Pryor."
Phillips has released three
com-ooy albums and has been a
guest on "Late Night with
David Letterman", "The
Tonight Show" and "Saturday
Night Liv~."
On May 8, Mac King from
Los Angeles will perform a
combination magic and
comedy act, Weeks said.
King has been in concert
with Jerry Lewis, Jay Leno

and on many talk shows,
Weeks said. He also has done
several commercials, including ones for Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Command
Performance Hair Styles and
Louisville Sluggers bats.
Pat Paulsen will perform on
June 5. "He is running for
president again this year, just
as he does every election
year," Weeks said.
He is remembered by most
people for his presidential
nominee skits, Weeks said.
"He isn't big and he doesn't

look like a politician. He has
this hound dog type face."
Paulsen became famous
during his performance on the
Smothers' Brothers shows in
the ~960s, Weeks said.
Since then, Paulsen has been
on many talk shows, had his
own TV special and starred in
the movie Harper Valley PTA.
"People over 25 definitely
remember Pat Paulsen,"
Weeks said. "He has a dry
humor and deadpan delivery."

'The King and I'satisfying
Tuskinoff's
performance
good as king

Fresh, Nutritious, Delicious
Sweet & Sour Chicken Lunch SpeCial

By Richard Nunaz

Soup -Egg Roll-Fried Rice

Entertainment Editor

B.Y.O.B.

Filling the shoes of Yul
Brenner's classic performance
as King Mongkut in "The King
and I" seems a monumental
task, but David Tuskinoff's
performance Monday night at
a sold out Shryock Auditorium
was a satisfying alternative.
Tuskinoff, though no Yul
Brenner, was a commanding
presence as the stubborn, but
charming and flamboyant
king.
"The King and I," Richard
Rodger's and Oscar Ham·
merstein's Tony Award
winning musical, is about Mrs.
Anna Leonowens, a widowed
Englishwoman, who arrives in
Siam (now Thailand) to tutor
the many children of the king.
Fully expecting the king to
meet the terms of their
agreement and permit her to
live in a house of her own,
Anna soon learns that the king
not only makes promises, but
also breai.5 them. The king
insists that she live in the
palace with his many wive&
and children.
Anna tries everything to
persuade the king to change
his mind. Although the king
refust"S, he realizes he cannot
make Anna serve his whims
like all the other women in his
kingdom.
The cultural clashes bet·
ween the king and Anna
provide the basis for most of
the play's humor. The king's
gallant stances and bellowing
demands do not frighten Anna,
and his absolulf' confusion and
anger about her actions are
extremely humorous.
Tuskinoff emulates Bren·
ner's performance - probably
because there is no better way
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David Tuaklnoff who plays the king In tha play "The King and
I," takes a breather during a warm-up before the performance
at Shryock Monday evening.

to portray the king - and
delivers a performance as
thoroughly humorous as the
original.
The musical repertoire,
which includes the famous "I
Whistle a Happy Tune,"
"Getting to Know You," "I
Have Dreamed" and "Shall
We Dance," still proved en·
chanting after more than 35
years of performances.
There also were scenes that
still proved delightful, including "The March of the
Siamese Children," when
Anna first meets the King's

children, and "The Small
House of Uncle Thomas," a
humorous ballet version of
Harriet Beecher Stowe's
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" that the
King's wives and children
perform for visiting English
dignitaries.
Anneliza Wolf delivered a
wonderful performance as
Anna, who was just as
humorous as Tuskinoff in
portraying Anna's anger and
frustration at the actions of the
headstrong King.

Twelve men want "Mr Irresistable" title
By Dena Schulte
SIaffWriter

Twelve University students
will compete for prizes al'd the
title of "Mr. Irresistible"
during the second annual Male
Pageant at 8 p.m. Thursday in
Shryock Auditorium.
Participants
are
representative of male
students throughout the
University, Joe Greenspan,
American
Marketing
Assoociation president, said.
"They come from all
organizations, some frater·
nities and some international
students. We tried t.. get dif·
ferent students so it isn't a
RSO (Registered Student
Organization) male pageant,"
he said.
About 20 males filed applications for the pageant with
AMA, from which the top 12
were selected to compete,

$2.95

Greenspan said.
Prizes include a large
trophy, $100 and a restaurant
gift certificate.
But the contestants have to
spend money before they get to
compete for the $100 prize,
George Meredith, sopbomore
in finance, said.
"It costs money if you don't
have things like a custume for
the theme part," Meredith
said. "And if you want a tan,
that costs money too."
All the contestants said they
were nervous.
"I'm more worried about
being flexible," William
Currie, sellior in speech
communications, said. "You
can go out there and perform
all you want, but if your not
flexible and creative on stage
the whole thing will fall
through."
Many of the contestants said

the pageant was a show of
equal rights.
"This is an opportunity for
me to support equal rights for
men," Kent Eaton, senior in
management and marketing,
said.
Meredith said, "It's about
time the guys had a chance to
ham it up."
To WIn the title of Mr.
Irresistible, contestants have
to compete in five categories:
casual wear, beach wear,
talent, theme wear and tuxedo
wear
Overall, the contestants are
judged on their looks, sense of
humor, walk, confidence, body
tone and structure, morals and
personality.
AMA hasn't heard opposition
toward the male pageant, he
said. "It's so unique that
people just think it's kind of
funny." Greenspan said.
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n.14 volue PEDICURE & NAIL CLIPPER SET '1.00 pkg of 2
Combination package/lifetime guarantee '22.00 dozen sets
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'5.00 dOl!:en
".69 value ARTMATIC LIQUID MAKEUP '2.00 each
Various shades with sunscreen
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IBHE OKs merger program
to combine agriculture majors
By Jonnl Murray Asbury
Student Writer
and EdR.he
StaffWriler

major will require students to students will now have the
complete a common core of 17 advantages of faculty advisers
semester hours of agriculture and a departmental chair to
coursework.
administer the program.
The Illinois Board of Higher
"The general program had
Each specialization will
Educa tion recently approved a require a minimum common no home. With the chang8,
proposal by the College of core of nine additional students enrolled in the new
Agriculture to merge lliree of semester hours of agriculture general a~culture major will
the college's majors into one coursework. Electives will be adVised thrugh the
general major with four tolal 40 semester hours of
~Tu~~f~~ of AgriCul!~~
specializations.
agricultural classes.
Beginning in the fall
D·:>nald Elkins, associate Mechanization," Elkins said.
semester, students majoring dean for instruction at the
James Tweedy, dean of the
in agriculture education, College of Agriculture, pointed College of Agriculture, said
general
agriculture
to the declining enrollment in planning of the m...rger began
agriculture education and the general agriculture and m fall 1986 when faculty
mechinazation
and agriculture education and members from the Departagricultural sciences will mechanization as one reason ment of Agriculture Education
become part of a new major for the merger.
and Mechanization suggested
called general agriculture.
Al!cording to a College of a merger.
Students majoring in Agriculture report, enrollment
Tweedy also said that an
agriculture education and in the current program has external review team,
mechanization will major in steadily declined, with the representing different
general agriculture with a general agriculture major universities, recommended a
sJleCialization in agriculture dropping from an enrollment change.
information or agricultural of 159 in 1980 to 42 by 1986.
mechanization.
Another reason for the
Education
and
The a~riculture education change was that students Mechanization
Chairman
major will be replaced by B majoring
in
general Robert Wolff forecast no
specialization in agriculture
problems :or the change,
~e~~~tbom:.adTh~O s~l:nt adding
education.
eve; yooe had a chance
The fourth specialization were previously advised to review the program and
will be agriculture sciences.
through Elkins' office.
both the facwty and board
The general agriculture
General
Agriculture favored the merger.
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Groups to lobby for tax increase
SPRlNGFIELD (UPI) More than 90 education, labor
and
social
service
organizations have united to
pressure legislators to raise
income taxes to increase
funding for education and
social service programs,
organizers said Tuesday.
The Coalition for Adequate
Revenue for Illinois, or CARE
for Illinois, will be coordinated

~te~e ierNin~is of an~om~
Chicago Urban League, and
will lobby lawmaken; to raise
both corporate and individual
income taxes.
"Our state does not have
enour:h money to meet basic
needs, to provide vital human
services, and to make sure our
children get a quality
education," said Diane
Greenholdt of the League of

Women Voters of Illinois.
"While many Illinois residents
may not yet be feeling the
effects of this crisis, it will hurt
everyone if left unchet'ked. "
For the seconn consecutive
year, Gov. James R. Thompson is promoting higher state
taxes and has said he will
unveil a specific tax increase
proposal in May. The call for
higher taxes is expected to be
the center of debate for the
spring legislative session,
which resumes April 12.
"The clear charge to concerned citizens and other
organizations, including those
in this coalition, is to quickly
descend upon Spr'.ngfield and
the Illinois Gene':al Assembly
to mount a decif,ive challenge
for an increase in the state's
income tax for both individuals
and corporations," said James

Police Blotter
Police arrested a University
student on charges of auto
burgla ry after he was
discovered in the parking lot at
700 W. Freemen st. with
property stolen from two cars
earlier Tuesday morning,
Carbondale police said.
Brent Allen Struthers, 18, of
600 W. Mill St., was taken to
Jackson County Jail after
officers investigating the car
burglaries found him with a
car stereo and other stolen
property

Taylor of the Chicago Urban
League.
"One of our major tasks is to
get state government to understand that a dollar appropriated for education and
other human services is an
invutment, not an expenditure," he said.
The coalition is not yet
supporting a specifie tax increase proposal, instead
focusing Its efforts on persuading legislators of the need
for additional state revenues,
Greeneholdt said.
The coalition includes local
and state\\ide advocates of
nearly all social service interests, including education,
health care, child care,
homeless,
handicapped l
elderly, mental health, ana
domestic violence.

Easter Weekend
Tickets
Chicago

Soft Shell Tacos 2 for 11.59
Super Burritos 11 L99
Tues_ Hardshell Tacos 2 for 11.19
Weds. Taco Salad & Medium Drink 11.89
Thurs. Super Nachos & Med. Drink 12.59
Fri. Super Taco Salad & Med. Drink 12.99
Sat. Chimichanga & Med. Drink '2.99
Every Night after 8 p.m.
Sun.

Mon.

Stereo equipment, food
items and other property
valued at $767 was stolen from
the residence of Yak Lan Peb,
21, at 516 S. Rawlings St.
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Monday, Carbondale police
said.

A burglar broke into two
change machines at Clothe£pin
Laundromat, 815 S. Illinois
Ave., between 10 p.m. Sunday
and 8 am. Monday, Carbondale police said. Stolen
casb and damage to property
totaled $450. Police have no
suspects
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Twilight Tacos & 59~
Bean Burritos
~ ,

Once we getcha,

we gotcha!

901 Soulh Ulinois A\'e. \.. ", . /.",,, • ".'-~\,o'
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CARBONDALE

Tonight

STEPS

-',.:-·.... '10

FULLYCOOKED-19-22LB.

BOHE I"
FRICK WHOLE HA

25% off
ALL NATIONAL EGGS!
JUMBO............ doz 66¢
EXTRA LARGE.....doz 59¢
LARGE............. doz 51 ¢
MEDIUM.......••.. doz 44¢
SMALL•...•.... 11/2 doz SS¢
LARGE......... 11/2 doz 77¢

Lb.

RED, RIPE, FRESH

1 POUND QUARTERS

CALIFOR"IA

PEVELY BOTTER

STRAWBE~RIES

c:

$
Lb.
WITH COUPON & $20.00 PURCHASE.
SENIOR CITIZENS $10.00 PURCHASE

PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. APRIL 2ND '88, RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
Daily Egyptian. March 30.111118. page.!!

U.SII angered by raid in Panama
WASHINGTON (uP!) The Reagan administration
sternly expressed outrage
Tuesday at a violent raid on
opposition leaders and
American journalists in
Panama and threatened
stronger measures to oust
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.
The White House alIDounced
"limits to our patience and our
policy endurance" ill the aftermath of arrests and
beatings Monday by proNori£.;a security forces,
depicted as a potentially
ominous turn of events in
Panama City.
With at least five American
journalists amorlg those
detained and later released,
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said tile
administration was "willing to
look at all the hard options" for
forcing Noriega from power.
At the State Department,
spokesman Charles Redma!1
un:ierscored the renew,~d
threat to Noriega by declaring
the United Stales "will do what
is necessary to protect U.S.
citizens."
Panamanian Ambassador
Juan Sosa, loyal to deposed
President Eric Arturo
Delvalle, called for Noriega's
removal "by any forces. by
American forces" and told

T·BIRDS

Catholic church offers help
PANAMA CITY (uP!) _. Panama's powerful Catholic
Church said T-Ilesday it has asked Gen. Manuel Antonio
Noriega to resign and offered to mediate between the
military strongman and his opponents for a "peaceful and
constructive" solution to the nation's pOlitical crisis.
It was the first time the church has publicly linked itself
with the opposition demand for the resignation of Noriega,
the country's de facto ruler who is wanted in the United
Stales on drug charges.
Noriega was ~'Cheduled later Tuesday to address a ~roup
of Latin AmeriCltn delegates in Panama City attending a
"Solidarity Conference" in support of his rt:gime.
Diplomats and ~pposition sources said al~ but.one of .the
37 opposition activIsts and a dozen foreIgn JOurnalists
arrested in an armed raid on a five-star hotel in Panama
City by government agents Monday had been released by
midday Tuesday.
reporters in Washington, "We
want Noriega out now."
However,
Fhzwater
discouraged speculation of
military action to remove
Noriega from Panama perhaps to face drug
smuggling and racketeering
charges in the United Stalesor restore civilian democratic
rule.
"Our policy remains the
same," he said, "and our intention (is) that we would not
be using military force."
President Reagan sum-

Sandinistas, Contras
meet for second day
MANAGUA. Nicaragua
(uP!) - Negotiators for the
Sandinista government and
the Contras met for a second
day Tuesday to define enclaves where the U.S.-backed
rebels will begin gathering this
week for the start of a 6O-day
cease-fire.
The Tuesday session
followed a two-hour meeting
Monday in which little
progress apparently was
made. Reports in the government press said the Contras
were trying to stall the talks,
and a rebel negotiator told
reporters his forces would not
lay down their weapons unW
there was "real democracy"
in Nicaragua.
The Contras, who were five
hours late for Monday's
negotiations, arrived Tuesday
about one hour late for the
talks at the border post of
Sapoa. 85 miles southeast of
Managua. The negotiators met
in closed session for about two
hours before taking a lunch
break and were expected to
end the talks at5 p.m.
"The talks are proceeding ir.
the same tone as yesterday.
They are frank, direct and
respectful,"
Sandinista
spokesman Manuel Ezpinoza
Said when negotiators broke
for lunch.
The two sides, which
managed only to agree on a
"working plan" for the
meeting, said they would end
the negotiations Tuesday
evening. If no agreement on
the enclaves is reached.
Contra leaders said they would
seek a second round of taiks.
But President Daniel Ortega
said the two sides should
remain in Sapoa until an
agreement on the cease-fire
zones is achieved.
"Our delegation arrived in
Sapoa ready to discuss this
theme and will not leave until
we have a concrete
agreement, no matter how
long it takes," Ortega said.
The two sides said they
would try to negotiate a permanent end to the nation's 7year-old civil war during the
6O-day cease-fire, scheduled to
begin Frida y .
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Comprise
reached on
Contra aid
WASIDNGTON mPll
- The House Republican
and
Democratic
leadership reached a
tentative
agreement
Tuesday night on a $43
million humanitarian aid
package
for
the
Nicaraguan Contras and
pressed for congressional
passage this week.
The
preliminary
agreement between
Speaker Jim Wright, DTexas, and Republican
leader Robert Michel of
Illinois did not directly
meet the GOP demand
for an automatic vote
la ter on military
assistance for the Con·
tras in case the peace
process with
the
Nicaraguan government
collapses.
The Republicans ha.ve
insisted on this military
safety net for the Contras, but the Democratic
leadership said it could
undermine the cease-fire
that is to go into effect on
Friday.
The proposed pact
apparentlr shifts the
burden 0 determining
who may violate the
cease-fire to Nicaraguan
Cardinal Miguel Obando
y Bravo and a group of
mdependent observers.
R~publicans wanted
the aid agreement to
state that President
Reagan would be
guaranteed a vote in
Congress on a new
military aid request for
the Contras if he
determined that the
Soviet-supported Nicaraguan government had
violated the accords the
two groups signed last
week
in
Sapoa,
Nicaragua.

111 Washington 529-3808

moned a group of senior
national security advisers to
the White House to examine
additional steps the United
States could take against the
Noriega regime. Officials later
said no decisions were made
and no action appeared imminent.

Bunnies & Supplies

Asked during a White House
ceremony what might be done
to protect Americans in
Panama, Reagan said only
that U.S. officials were "doing
our best."
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Large selection
of Hand-crafted
Leather Goods
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White With Rose
HI~h Impact MidCut

sizes

'3499 5-10
koes'ltShrlf
for the serious athlete

reg.'55

2 tor 1

NEW
PUPPIES

RRIVIN
SOON

West Highland Terriers
Pomeranians
Chow Chows
American Esk
sale every Wednesday

~~~:~ FISH

HOUri: 9· 7 Mon. ·Sot. 1·5 Sunday

NET

AcroSli From Old Trorn Daoot
106 S. III. 529-3D97 Carbondale

Sun-Thurs.
11.10:30pm

dlIb~EAT
LICt\~

11·12am
Fri&Sat

5top6'!
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for Lund'l

/
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--\'fENNA BEEf.- Hot Dog wI trimming
>'!!>....-:::.~'~

- - - -.......

4576202

~~F·

-or"Toledo Style" Dog

5tOPbjl

for Lunch
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Try our Minicrete wI one topping S 1 .10

Cane Enjo; QrONn Brand New
Line Of \Jogurt Flavors!
·-----------------COUPON---------------,

i
I

I
I

SpeCial

Z for 1 Offer:

Buy One, Get One F.ree1

Concretes, Malts, Shakes & Sundaes

Featuring some of our new creations:

Yummy Yogurt

::>
0* Dreamslc/e
Y Peaches N Cream
Strawberry Cheesecake
I Blueberry Cheesecake

*
I*
*
I * Ger~n Ch~late
I * Key Lime Pie
I * Lemon Lime Sprite

I
I
I

A

Cool Custard ~

*Strawberry
* Chocolate Chip
* Rocky Road
* Butter Pecan
Chunk
** Fudge
Chocolate Mint

~
I
I

I
I
I
I

L----------------COUPON--- Offer Expires 4/14/88-

Israelis cut off West Bank
Palestinians
defy curfew; riots
continue unabated
ABU DIS, Israeli-o(:cupied
West Bank <UPI) - Israeli
troops turned away drivers
trying to enter the West Bank
Tuesday and cut telephone
lines to the curfew-bound Gaza
Strip as part of an unprecedented
crackdown
d~igned to prevent a new
round of Arab violence.
Despite the restrictions,
demonstrations erupted in
more than 15 West Bank towns
and U.N.-run refugee camps
and some rock-throwing was
reported in Gaza.
Soldiers in the northern West
Bank village of Zeita shot and
wounded at least 13 Arabs who
attacked troops with rocks and
Molotov cocktails, Palestinian
sources said.
In the northern Israeb town
of Umm EI Fahm, hundreds of
braeli Arabs staged a
demonstration ca~ for an
end to the 2O-year occupation
of the West Bank and Gaza and
voicing support for the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization.
Large numbers of police
watched from a distance and a
helicopter hovered overhead,
but there was no violence,
state-run Israel Radio said.
The army. in the most

u.s.

slams Israeli ban

WASHING~ON <uP!) The State D"'lartment said
Tuesday it' regrets the
Israeli government's
closure of the occupied
territories and urged the
"harsh" restrictions be
speedily lifted.

I

I

Spokesman Charles
Redman said, "We regret
the restrictior.s that ha\'e
been imposed since they
affect the entire Palestinian
community, including many
people who were not involved in the disorders. We
hope these restrictions will
be lifted quickly and not be
resumed.

Secretary of State George
Shultz is to arrive in Israel
next Sunday, beginning
another round of talks in the
Middle East to push his plan
for direct Arab-Israeli talks
on the future of the occupied
territories.
So far, aone of the
potential
negotia ting
partners has agreed to take
part in the plan, and Israeli
Prime Minister yitzhak
Shamir has rejected
Shultz's plan for an international conference,
involving the Soviet Union,
as a way of inaugurating the
process of negotiations.

------------------------~

severe crackdown in the
territories since Israel seized
them in the 1967 Middle East
war, prevented all nonresider.:b;, including report'~,
from entering the West Bank
and stopped Arab residents
from lea vmg the territory.
All 650,00 Gaza residents
were confined to their homes
for three day" under the order
issued Monday night.
Some cars bearing Wt"St
Bank license plates were
permitted to enter the
territory to return home, and
about 800 Gaza residents
stranded by the military
clampdown were allowed to g"

home Tuesday morning.
Gaza residents also were
allowed out of their homes for
about one hour to shop for food,
military officials said.
Curfews were clamped on
six West Bank towns and six
others were put under army
blockade, allowing residents to
leave their houses but not the
village. Telephone lines to
Gaza were cut and Palestinian
sources said several youths
were arrested for violating the
curfew.
The 63,000 Jewish settlers in
the territories were not affected by the measures.

~
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FRIES

99C
Good only 3/30 & 3/31
5215.111 Ave

Coli for Delivery 549·1013 529-5020

S~~~;i~U~~~er t\Jtttftlft

529-2813

Gft~D€tiS

The Best Hunan Szechwan & Mandarin
Cuisines in the Carbondale Area.

$3.95 Lunch Buffet

Hours:Sun·Sat

7 days a week

Lunch 11 :OOam·3:0Opm
Dinner 3:0Opm·1O:OOpm
Friday & Saturday
until 11 :OOpm

Bours:
Sun-Thurs
llAM-llPM
Fri-Sat
llAM-2AM

llam·2pm

Lunch - Buffet- Dinner

Cocktails- Carryouts

Food coupons are available

802 S. Illinois Ave.
529-3388

11 dead in S. African raids
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa <UPI) - Military officials said Tue:.;<fay that 11
black guerrillas were killed in
three clashes with the army,
and the outlawed African
National Congress threatened
to step up attacks on the whiteled government.
In Paris, opponents of
apartheid accused South
Africa of complicity in
Tuesday's assassination of
ANC representative Dulcie
Septeml>f>.r, 45, who was shot
outside the movement's offices
in the French capital.
South African Foreign
Minister Roelof "Pik" Botha
denied the charge of involvement in September's
death and blamed the slaying
on rivalries within the ANC.
Law and Order Ministry
spokesman Brig. Leon Mellett
dismissed the allegation as
"r .diculous and far-fetched."
"This is an emotional
allegation against South Africa
that is uncalled for. If they

have evidence, they must
present it to the world," Mellet
said in Cape Town.
In the latest reported con-

frontation between the army
and the ANC, soldiers killed
four suspected ANC guerrillas
Monday in a bushland gun
battle in the Venda black
homeland in northeastern
South Africa, near the borders
with
Zimbabwe
and
Mozambique, a military official in Pretoria said.
The dt'aths brought to 11 the
Dumber of suspected ANC
rebels killed since Friday.
Four were killed in a commando raid into neighboring
Botswana Monday and three in
an earlier border clash Friday,
miEtary officials said.
ANC leader uliver Tambo
called Tuesday for intensified
attacks inside South Africa
against "the police, the army
and personnel associated
with" Pretoria's white-led
government.

I

ANC
official shot
in Paris
PARIS (UPI) - The
African
National
Congress re~resentative
in
France
was
assassinated in front of
her office Tuesday,
bringing accusations and
quick denials that South
African hit men were
responsible.
A passer-by found the
body of Dulcie September, 45, lying in a pool
of blood outside the ANC
office in a narrow street
of downtown Paris.
Police said September
was hit by five bullets,
including two fired at
close range into her face,
between 9 a.m. and 10
a.m ..

Dr. Buzz's

Advice To The

Drug Worn
A weekJy col':mn answering

akohol and drug questlon •.

Deerr Dr. luzz.
last _kend my roommole almosl flIpped oul doIng LSD'she really had
o bad trIp. No ... of us knew whot :0 do 10 help. ,,', lucky It turned auf
okay. What could _ have dane?
Signed.
Lucky 8. I/e/l~
OearLucky:
Lots of things can happen when YOLO dc LSD or other hallucinogens Since
!he dosage is seldom consistent· !he eff"cts can vary from perSOn to perSOn.
and each experience i. differEnt. it is impossible to predict Ihe I\.p.. of trip that
you will have. It is important for someone to stay with anyone wr.o is having a
bad trip. Reassure them and ke~p me environment as calming as possible. stay
away from crowds. loud music. arguments. etc Remember that under the
innuenee of LSI' perceptions can be greatly exaggerated and the perSon may
be experiendng great anxi«ly and tear. otten !hey are tJying desperateiy \0
regain contact with the",selves and reality. Be a. consistent as poss.ble In your
communicaHon with them. Don't ask a lot 01 questions but just Iry to help them
relax. In case the perSOn becomes so out of control !hat they m.. y bec'Jme
injurious to !hemselves or o!herS !hey may need professional help. The local
crisis line. called Network. can provide input conceming whether t"'~ per>on
having a bad trip should be taken to !he emergency room or not. Generally
speaking. Da~10na Beach or Corpus Ch,;;" is a bener trip than psychedelic.
Dear Dr. luzz.
Who/'s Ih. deal·/"m "-ring abouf AIDS .v..ywh.... Som.body sold If I
drink and do drug, I could gef AIDS. I. thl. rrue?
Ponicked

Non-stop Begonias
New Guinea Impatiens
Ivy Geraniums
Begonias

Petunias
Marigolds
Impatiens
Begonias
Salvia
Vinca
Ageratum

Pansy
Coleus
Verbena
Alyssum
Geraniums
New Guinea
Impatiens

CabbaJ(e
BroccOli
Cauliflower
Tomato
Pepper
Eggplant
Many Morel

0-11" Non-stop Begonias Baskets make Great Easter Giftsl
10" Hanging Baskets 89.00

Dear Panicked:
Drugs and alcohol ARE known to cause a "ariety of he<!lth problems So
what's !he connection between alcohol and drugs and AIDS' Researcher>. so
I.... have dist?' ..ed that dlcohol. speed. marijuana. and nlb'ate mhalents
(poppers) aU damage the immune system. leaving the user more open to
infection and cancer. The cause of AIDS is a type of virus kaUed a retrovirusJ
which changes the structure 0 1 the cells it anad<>. IT MAY REQUIRE .h~
presence of an cli.-eady darr.i:lged immune system before jt can cause disease
Also. alcohol am:! d ....gs alter !he judgment of the user. who may become
more prone to engage in activities which put people at high risk lor AIDS.
(indsicriminate sex. needle usage. etc.) Don't panic. get smart. The AIDS
crisis has brought about a growing heal!h awareness. Th.s may mean r,,·
evaluating not only drug & akohol use. but your choices about sexual
behavior also.

" you hove 0 que5t1on about oicot,c.: or
drugs ~ send "
Dr 8uzz c/o tn.
W.llne•• C..n' ..r or call 536·444 I. Look

'0

lor your answer In Dr Buu's column

Lightfoot Farms &
Greenhouses Ht. 1.3
North on 1.17 outside
Murphysboro 684-5543

Self Over Substance
on Alcohol ond Drug
Abuse Preven'ion Progran.

Part 01 Your slue Student Health

.-WlJ,,'·

W(,·,t ..
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Char~oal

$279

Bratwurst

$146~L~.

$23~.
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Frt'sh SlOT<' Made
Link dnd Italiilll

Pineapples

Tip Roasts

Pizzas
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$16~.
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Steaks
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Lender's
Bagels
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*Easter Bunny
Rabbit Cake
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Country Fair duubles yuur ch<l.llces uf becoming A

Country Fair is W.l.c. approved.

~lillioniiire'

~, 0" T",·"~,.. Ap,,1 "". 1%'. Coo• ..." F,;,
': ",

wil/.gi\'(· you on(' fre(' lIIslant Lullery ticket
with your regulal 1..01l(·ry purrha. Sl' from the
hOlll" of 7:00 AM 10 J J :00 P.M.
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~?..01
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Country Fair...
:
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-As Always-
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Win A Hot Tub Full of Groceries!

has the lowest prices on Grade "A" eggs of
any ~;upermark(,t in Carbondale.

8TONBWARB~
This week's
:~:::
feature item
.
. . ~.- "::. Cll ~~..",."

LOCALLY OWNED

Country Fair, Murphysboro Supply, WTAO

~

HandicaplX->d, Senior Citizens
and Parents with Childrenba~ging <l.nd carrv-out available
upon requesl'

•
..

...COMPARE THE BOTTOM LINE

~

'ht to I
"
"
eWe reserve th e rig
Imlt
quantataes
~.~"::;,':;.~,
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - 7 DAYS A WEEK
• I'
WEST MAIN STREET· CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS· 457·0381
These Prices Effective Wednesday 3/30/88 thru Tuesday 4/5/88

Briefs
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT Center will sponsor
"Resume Writing" workshop
at 1 p.m. today in Quigley 106.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
will sponsor "What To Do With
Yotlr Problem Class"
workshop at 3 p.m. toriay in
Woody Hall Bl42.
PHYSICAL-INORGANIC
Journal Club will meet at 4
p.m. today in Neckers 218.
INTERNATIONAL BJSINESS Association will meet at
6:15 tonight in the Student
Center Activity Room C.
ZOOLOGY HONOR Society
will meet at 6 tonight in
Lawson 161.
EGYPTIAN mVERS Scuba
Club executive committee will
meet at 6 tonight in the Baptist
Student Center Building C
Room 143. There will be a
general meeting at 7 p.m.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association
programs
department will meet at 8
tonight outside the AMA office
Student Center 3rd floor.

Puzzle ans wers
are on Page 19.

66 Lack
67 Oleate e.g.
DOWN
1 Sailors
2 Thanks - !
3 Broad bean
4 Catch up with
5 Geologic
period
6 Crude metal
7 Anjou or Bose
8 Garret
9 Abated
10 Seats
11 Lily
12 Horatio 13 Designer Bill
21 "Ball - "
23 - machine
25 Gem
27 Soviet
Initials
28 Hera's mother

6,

30
34
35
36
37

39
40
42

43
44
46
47
48
49
50
53
55
56
57
60

Students who stuay abroad
D:lay experience reverse
culture shock when they return
to their homelands after their
studies are finished.
International Programs and
Services is helping intemational students ease the
re-adjustment process by
conducting a "re-entry
workshop," April 9 at Touch of
Nature Environmental Center,
at Little Grassy Lake.
The workshop, for students
who will graduate before
December 1988, will consist of
work sessions, a nature walk,
lunch and a speech on culture
shock and the experiences of
moving from one country to
another.
During the workshops,
various students will speak
about what it was like coming
to America, what they expected it to be like and what
they expect to be confronted
with when they go back home,
David Brussell of International Programs and
Services, said.
Transportation from the
Student Center will be
provided for the students.
Anyone interested in attending the workshop should
contact the International
Programs and Services Office
at 453-3000 before Monday.

Feoturing:
.Cornputeriz:ed Access
·Insurance Available

.Individual Alarms
.Manv DiHerent Siz:es

CALL TODA Y FOR SUMMER RESER VA TlONS
Alligator Storage

Rt. 13 E.

457.STOR

LAROMfi·S PIZZA
Wednesday SpeCial

LARGE liTEM
& 2-32

oz. Pepsi's

ONLY

c~-·
_ J

$7
Beer Special
$1.00 Quarts
$1.00 Slices
Wednesday Special not valid with ony
other coupons. no substitutions.

515 s. II. C'dale

•
Hop on over to the
Student Center Bakery
nd order your Bunny
Cake for Easter now!
.~
You may also
! ~b order by
phone.

~

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
should now contact David
Brussell at 453-5774 for invitations for Honors Week.

Staff Writer

RATES BEGIN AT $12.501

building
Outward
Domesticated
Dray
It. river
- Gynt
Public vote
States
Lollobrlglda
Have lalth
Nuts
Asian holiday
Use cigars
Mosquito
Fr. river
Supernatural
Be deleated
Remaindar
Entr' Recipe
Instruction
Rorem or
Beatty

COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
offer "Overlay Generation
Language on the 3820 Page
Printer" workshop at 2 p.m.
Thursday in Communications
9A. To register, call 453-4361,
ext 260.

By Amy Gaubatz

Come to Alligator Storage for of/
your summer storage needs.

29 Farm

THEATER DEPARTMENT
will sponsor "An Evening of
Original One Act Plays" at
7:30 tonight through Saturday
and at 2 p.m. Sunday in
Communications Laboratory
Theater. Tickets are available
McLeod Theater Box Office
from noon t04:30p.m.

Workshop
for foreign
students set

DON'T PAY RENTI

Today's
Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Pinochle word
6 Oct.
birthstone
10 Wound cover
14 existing
15 Nerve plexus
16 Rangy
17 Young lover
18 Feasts
19 Russ. saint
20 Carbohydrate
22 Fried pastries
24 Socials
26 Wine storage
areas
27 City (Sweller
31 Numerals:
abbr.
32 Tremble
33 Certain group
35 Beret
38 Waterless
39 Inward
40 Be brave
41 Tried lor
ollice
42 Sparkle
43 Swiss city
44 Bakery Item
45 Lie (polygraph)
47 Biology e.g.
51 Valley
52 Sweet wine
54 Coronets
58 Olive genus
59 Goll club
Upright
62 Musical
Jerome
63 Fr. river
64 " - la glubba"
65 Former mates

tR L1JNCuJieVSE
8 2 .50

83.95

INCLUDES
ENTIRE MENU

Main dish, egg roll, fried rice

453 .. 2616
~...c::....---..$4.20 plus tax.

All you can eat buffet

7 JB S. IIIlnol:. ...ve.

549-5032

Guaranteed Student Loan Information
If you want to be considered for a Guaranteed Student loan for the
1987-88 academic year, but have not yet received notice of eligibility,
you should contact your Fina!1cial Aid Team

Before Apri I 8, 1988
If you want to b.'? considered for a Guaranteed Student loan to
include Summer Semester 1988, you should submit an SI UC Summer 1988
Financial Aid Application

Before July 1,1988
A Summer 1988 Financial Aid Application is available from Student Work
and Financial Assistance (Woody Hall-B-Wing-Third Floor)

A 1987-88 ACT/FFS MUST be on file prior to the above deadline dates.
For non-Illinois loans, the applicable GSl appiication must be submitted prior
to the above deadline dates. Contact your lending institution to
determine the required loan application.
Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.
Daily Egyptian, March 30, HIIIB, Page J

Dole ends his plan to trim Bush
WASHINGTON (uPI) Sen. Robert Dole, conceding
the inevitable, ended his
campaign for the White House
Tuesday and enthusiastically
endorsed George Bush, virtually guaranteeing that the
vice president will enjoy the
support of a unified
Republican Part-;.
•'One thing you learn how to
do pretty well in our business
:s to cour.t," the Republican
senator from Kansas told a
large crowd of supporters in
the historic Senate Caucus
Room. "You come to trust
your instincts to tell you when
it's over. In my heart, I know
that that time is now."
"I congratulate George Bush
and wish him well in
November," added Dole,
surrounded by his family and
many of his congressional
supporters. "Because I've said
many, many times, the bottom
line is keeping the White House
:~,~blican. That's the bottom
In the only departure from
his prepared text, Dole said
that in the fall he would be

"doing all I can for our
nominee, George Bush."
Bush, in Stevens Point, Wis.,
said of Dole, "He's been a
worthy warrior, a tough
competitor .... He's pledged to
keep the White House in
Republican hands. and I look
forward to working with him in
the future to that end."
Dole's call for party unity
and his endorsement of Bush
was a sharp contrast to the
bitter feud between them that
marked much of the campaign.
Dole, the Senate Republican
leader, on many occasions
argued that Bush was
unelectable.
Almost aU of Dole's support
now is expected to go to Bush;
some of his backers already
have started to endorse the
vice president

Bush
lacking
delegates
WASHINGTON <uP!)
- Even if all Sen. Robert
Dole's delegates and all
uncommitteci delega tes
back Vice President
George Bush, he still
lacks the 1,139 votes
needed to win the GOP
nomination, United Press
International's
tally
showed Tuesday.
Although Bush is
virtually assured of the
nomination - since Dole
dropped out of the race
Tuesday the vice
president does not yet
have enough delegate
votes to claim the
nomination at the
Republican
National
Convention in August in
New Orleans.

~,..~

~E;~
RedSUipe
Jamaican
Beer

BOYS
~vers

'1.25

Jamaican Rum

'1.10

HAPP'l'HOUR

HAPPY HOUR

3-1
3 ...... for.luck
2 for 1 MIx.d Drlnb

1-10
3 ...... for
• luck

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

Bush wins big, Dukakis leading
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI)
- Vice President George Bush
scored a runaway win Tuesday
in Connecticut's Republican
presidential primary, while
Michael Dukakis took a wide
early lead over Jesse Jackson
in the Democratic contest.
Initial returns showed
Dukakis, governor of neighboring Massachusetts, ahead
of Jackson and Tennesse Sen.
Albert Gore, who had been
looking to Connecticut for
'lpset wins in the Democratic
contest.
Bush had a clear lead over
Kansas Sen. Robert Dole, who
dropped his challenge for the
GOP nomination Tuesday

afternoon·
With 319 of the state's 739
precincts, or 43 percent,
reporting, Dukakis had 60
percent, or 61,291 votes from
Democrats to 26 percent, or
26,231 votes, for Jackson and 8
percent, or 8,259 votes, for
Gore.
On the Republican side,
Bush had 71 percent, or 29,601,
to 20 percent or 8,317 votes, for
Dole and 3 percent, or 1,252
votes for Robertson.
Victories by Bush, who grew
up in Connecticut, and Dukakis
would give them complete
sweeps of primaries and
caucuses in the six New
England sta tes.

Vote at a glance
REPUBLICANS
Busb - 46,095 votes, 25
delegates;
Robertson-2,l77 votes,
odelegates.
DEMOCRATS
Dukakis - 93,629 votes,
38 delegates;
Jackson - 42,986 votes,
14 delegates;
Gore - 12,794 votes, 0
delegates;
Simon - 2,026 votes, 0
delegates.

-e-

BASRINe !\cBBINS

Murdale Shopping Center

11 am to 11 pm
Robertson's r--------------------------549-5322
Makin' it great!
r---;i~()()(j~~---r------99c:--~----1
failed lawsuit !I
Sundae SpeCial
: =~..:::.-~::~-= t =-::-.:=--:==-~-= I
&
may backfire III
Dine In only at Carbondale, Marion,
Benton, Murphysboro, Herrin

WASHINGTON (UPI) Former Rep. Pete McCloskey,
R-Calif., saId Tuesday he may
sue Republican presidential
candidate Pat Robertson to
recover about $400,000 in costs,
stemming from Robertson's
failed libel suit against him.
McCloskey, in a lunch
speech at the National Press
Club marking Freedom of
Information Day, praised the
role of the news media in
uncovering facts and witnesses related to Robertson's
suit.
On the Robertson suit,
McCloskey said, "The legal
question now is whether '.."e
countersue. We're considering
that now."
Robertson sued McCloskey
in 1986, over accussations that
the Robertson had used the
influence of his father, a
senator, to get him out of
combat duty in Korea.
Robertson moved to drop the
suit just before Super
Tuesday, March 8, and U.S.
District Judge Joyce Green, in
agreeing to the motion, said
the dismissal was tantamount
to a finding for McClosk.ey.
Under libel law, however
prevailing parties are not
given attorr.eys' fees unless
they can show the suit was
filed frivolously or was an
abuse of the law.
McCloskey said his lawyers
have proof Robertson has said
of the McCloskey charges tha t
"McCloskey believes he is
telling the truth but ... his
memory ~ bad."
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FREE PITCHER OF PEPSI
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BASKIIIe.1IIlIIBIHS
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L _________________
_________________
:~~!!!h0ppln.
Cent... : ~~1.!.!h0ppln.
Cent.r!
~

~

PeI.PI..................

8m Weightlifting Club

Offer good on dine-in only, Hurry, this special offer
expires soon at participating Pizza Hut restaurants.

preoentll

Prftefl' coupon when ordering 1 coupon p.r party ~ v... 11 01 partiCipating f'*ttovron'h Not vaUd
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BODYBUILDING
COMPETITION

Apri12

DAY. LIFT

SHRYOCK AUDITORIUM
with
Mell'" Womell', arul Couplea
Divisions

Mail your
1988·89 ACT/Family Financial
Statement
Before:
April 1, 1988
For priority consideration
of
: I UC CampusBased Aid.
Paid for by the Oftice of
Student Work & Financial Assistance

1988
SIU

Mr~Ms

Guest Poser-TIm Smith
Mr. Midwest Michigan

Mr. illinois
Mr. Midwest
NPCMr.USA

Prejudging-1:30pm ~ $2.00
Evening Show-7pm - $4.00
-or both shows for only $5.00
Tickets Available at: Sluyock Auditorium
Student Center Dr through

SIU Weighdifting Club
Thanks to DonAtions from:

DuMaroc's
CooCoo's & SI Bowl
Bradley's Men's Wear
Best Inns

Tom'sPII>ce

Carnival
Murphy's Bar & Grill

Report:
Longevity
up in U.S.
WASHINGTON (UP!) Americans born toaay can
E'''peet to live to be about 75,
but heart disease, cancer and
strokes - the Big 3 killers pose a continuing threat t<>
longevif.y, Health Secretary
Otis Bowen said Tuesday.
Bowen released the annual
report or. the nation's health
status and urged continued
"stridelS in health promotion
and disease prevention to gi.ve
aU Americans the opportunity
for a long and vigorous life."
For the first time the report,
prepared by the Cente~ for
Disease Control's National
Center for Health Statistics,
includes data on acquired
immune deficiency syndrome,
the fatal disease that destroys
the body's ability to fight infection. But most of the information is not new because
the Department of Health and
Human Services makes
frequent reports on progress in
thisal'ea.
The report, "Health, United
States, 1987," said overall life
expectancy at birth between
1984 and .1.985 remained at 74.7
years, but declined slightly for
black males and black
females.
Provisional data for 1986
show that overall life expectailCy increased to 74.9
years. White females have the
longest life expectancy at 78.9
years, followed by black
females at 73.6 years, white
males at 72 years and black
males at 65.5 years. Black
females experienced the
'largest increase in life expectancy since 1900, some 40
years gained, compared to 30
years for white I !lIIales.
The leading causes of death
in the United States - shifting
since the 1900 from infectious
to non-infectious diseases are heart disease, cancer and
strokes, in that order.
The report said that between
1970 and 1985, heart disease
declined by 29 percent, from
253.6 deaths per 100,000 to 180.5
deaths, and strokes declined
by 51 percent, from 66.3 deaths
per 100,000 to only 32.3 deaths.
In contrast, the adjusted death
rate for cancer increased
slightly between 1970 and 1985,
from 129.9 deaths per 100,000 to
133.6 deaths.
For men 45 to 54 years old,
the lung cancer death rate
more than doubled between
1945 and 1975 but declined by 10
percent between 1975 and 1985.
For women in that age range,
the lung cancer dt:a.th rate has
increased almost fivefold.
Between 1975 and 1985, lung
cancer deaths increased by 28
percent for middle-aged
women, while declining for
men.
The report said during the
period 1945 to 1985, breast
cancer was the leading cause
of cancer deaths among
women.
As for AIDS, the report said
91 percent of the 49,745 cases
reported in the United States
as of Dec. 31, 1987, are adult or

:~~Ies~~~~t m!~es, a~oie~~:~~

females and 1 percent are
children under 13 years old.
Among adult and adolescent
males, homosexual and
bisexual ,;ontact comprise the
largest AIDS transmission
category, and account for 70
percent of the cases. In·
travenous drug users account
for 14 percent of the male
caSel; but 51 percent of the
female cases.
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EWa~~tyou, ca;42::'~2: I ~~':l':r!~::X
$.5500 Coli 549·1280 lo'•• 'n'gh..
4021-88 .. . . . . . . . . . . 2526.0.0139

50 rt. Rope
Tape2"xlJ5 reb.

I

Jla.sterPadlock

.89
1.29
1.69

SHElTlE PUPS· ... KC
Shoh ond
wormed. champion blood lin"
S I SO 549·56(U 0' 457-6033.
4·1·88
. . ..... 2S21 ... h125
PUPPIES, GER. SHEP.· Lab or Pit Bvll'
S lor If.t bills tokes on.· John 549·
8364 leove meuoge.
4-4·811 ..
. ...
. 2530Ah 126
LOVE B.RD BABIES. 'ome. hond led.
451-7704 or 549·3560. Cllk for Nolan
4-7-&8 . . . . .
3042... h 129
EASTER BUNNY'S
DOE·S·Buck.·
Fryers. r alock eos' 01 Herrin CIty
Po,k. (6 laj 942·5 132.
4-1-88
2973A"'25

::;:

'o

2.95

2.15
4.99

1980 HOND... CIVIC. 2 DR. 5 spd.• ·c.
35 m.p.g .. exc'l

can."'.,
condo Mu.' .ell $ 1'<lL' 529·2392
om-1m

3·31-88.

....

.

255OAol24

!'nd~:~: ,!ff6$157~bo·~29.t:ts I
or 529·2524.
.·5./18

I
2547"'0127,

~

.xtros·Kram... guJtor pd. ~SO 'akel

1982

BIcycles

r~!~~:~~~~.O:h~:!: I

1::... o.p.~ble.

U

"82YAMM.AX1Nt550nltWm85 Bock
rw-sf und wlndshjeld Mlnf s: J 150
Coli Arehl. 536· 1593

'

:., if'!

J 974 '2 lC 65 2 bdrm. cheap 101 rent.
rtew centrol air. nfc. c:J.ck. utility
lined. S",OOO Dione .(51·'.73
4-6-88
2111A .. 118

:tr!~~'It!~~'9r;!~~$;:O~!:~56~nd ;:k~~H~s:!n~~.~:~'~':~~~ ~~~~~o:r, ,~~~. :(lx: r:t7;': ;~;;

C I)
CI)

~

"'6-88 ,-, .......
2510Aal28
1974 FORO GflANADA RfAl cheap.
First $200 takes itf

Ps,pb.oufo.treshe"g'neondfronl,
Goodhlghwoycor.n..dstlres,body
(Iood conoitlon. 25 plus mptjll. U50
abo 529-4960.
U-88 ............. 296IAo128

:..~ '!~;IO~·~. m~,,:~~,:

"1-

MOPED '7B G ...REllI. EXC cond
S225 Co" ErIc ah.r 6 p.m 549-5845

.

!

•

4-8·88 . . . . .
2551"'0130
79 TOYOT'" CELICA. 5 . _ . o·c.
am·lm COllette, 687·2866.

4-6-88 ....
2574Aol28
1975 PONTI... C SUNBIIID W... GON

II•

-

'983 YAMAHA RXSO I" . . t bIke
'600 mll.,. sharp. sho....... oom cond
U15 ,CJbe 867-2966 anytime

1981 D... WSN 3IOCX. e.c. condo 4

Room •

t il

-

1'180 HOND'" eM 200T 4.400 mO••.
shl.ld, rock, COSe Q4.lordJ. very
d.an. mus' s . . S~OO or b.sI 5191953J_

r982 MAZDA '1.)(75 spd. air. am·fm
COI,S. 'lin-rod, 87.%.Ju( Alpine spkrs
Musr sell S4200obo 457-7394

1:I_",",at..
Dupl •••,
Wanted to R.nt
lusln... Prop.rty
Moll". Homa Lot.
H.lpWant.d
Employment Wonted
Service. Offered
Wanted
Lost
Found
Ent.rtalnment
Announcem.nts
AuctIon. & Sales
Antique.
Busln... Opportunltle.
Fr. .
Rld.. N.eded
Rld.raN. .ded
_IE.tate

CI)

CH ...·l~~5~~0~!5

bell.v•. Mus' feU 12650 Dba. 5oC9.
5215
4·5·88
25S8... 0 121

~

~

M_o_b_I!_C_H_O~",_"
_ _~

Mota
. .-cycl..

---

MlrsU8fSHJ. good ,;:o"dItJ(,.l'I. look '0

Apo,t",ants
Hou_
MolI".Ho", ••

•

,--------l' L___

;I

4423.

48~-&8 OODGE

t il
ell

~

~Jow book vatu •. S1675 co" 687·

Auto
Part. & Sarvlea=
Motorcycla.
Homa.
Moblla HOlftas
MIKallanaou.
Ilaetronics
"a"& Supplla.
Ileycl ••
c.",.ra.
Ipor.ln, Go...s
Recr_tlonal Vahlel ..
'urnltur.
'Mu,leol
Book.

~

-----

:!;,'!;.,;~-;;~rf:~~a'''''~~.s.l~~~

Directory

426·3907.
4·5·/15

cl""n. SI7SO.

i

I
2555"'0127 [

DATSUN 200SX $3500 dean woll[

~~;:;s~':~'tJ3f:Zi~:~m W'I

Pack Your Belon.,I
..... Safely.
_&&&&

E-Z RENTAL CENTER AND
y ItR TRUCK RENTAL
R 0

iIIT...S PROFESSIONAL 56 em pro
cornpon.n' wI.h two wh. .1 ,e"

. Coli
457·8670
,
4

1

!
i,

. -811

1

.2963"'''25

f--~--

l

Sporting Goods

1817 W. Sycamore, C'dale,lL
1
198IHONO...... CCORD.LX.5.p.a.,.i
PH: 549-4922-457-4127
iKAYAJ( PHINOX. INCLUDES /loo'
ps. pb. am-ffl; ~ss.t. e.xc. condition. ;
Y
M a l.... Truck No--"
bogs. spray ddrf. foot brace!
:2~: 549·2022.
'563"'a 125 ; L'_'R;;;e~8;;e;rv;;.;..;e_o.ur_.-•.
:.L.O....._&&06
_ _ _ _ _ _- _. .: r,~~.· . elme •. $325 MOll2~%!~~5

H-88 .

2434.... ,27
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Sunglasses
race It Bea.chy,lpire 0.
fluml!\~ sexIst ~o ~es
wanen os sex t~s.

10m not oseYJst. i
"\Ink women ore even,!

bit tht equ.~\ of men,
k~fo..

I

fij

They can be ~tOfS.
IQw~ers,

Uw.

Ju.dges. even

Pre'\~l\t r:Ji tne

~ St.t"

\

.~'5

Unl\:ec)

\

.

washer and dryer. 'irep/ace. newer
house on Northwest sid•. available
April I. $515. 549·1940.

i :~~ND

HEIGHTS

mo. CaU.57.1331or.57-8220oh.d

i

p.m
I 4·12·88..

. 23CUBbl32
1 on
Mill S.t. Call Clyde Swonson at 5295294
I .-26-118. . .'. . . . 23018b''''

'..

I FOR RENT 1 OR 3 bdrm . •n Car·

'MY"'e,

central air. $275 rna.,

3·30·88

..

co"

529·2CUO. osk lor COOrlle
NEAR

~:2s;m~~aC:C~~9!~;::O. Deposit

~!. ~~~!~ ~,~ .J=t:'u~~fu::~~~

bdrms. Fum. InsuJoted. no pets
549·4808
3·31·88
109580 114
QUALITY WITH AFFORDABLE ro'es.
I C'f 2 b:;trft'L corp.', 01'-, wor.r
furnlshed·vnllJrnlshed. 549·6603 or

4-4-88
. . . . . . . . . 2136Aml26
JUST RECEIVED A 'ruck load 01 n_ 2
and 3 piece tl,'ng room s.h. SIBS
and up. RecllMrs. S9'. VarIous
colors anclstyl••. W,'dwood So/.s. 3
mi. S Unlv. Moll on Giant City Road.
Cdo/•. 529·533 I
J·31-1l1l
2333AmJ24

'.

I

4576956
,·31·88

I

:./.

.s

CooleRomadolnn,calltJ8.C-4' ...
4·:/9·B8
2385Bbl.S
4 8D~M. 2 BATH. 81G rooms.

212180114

:/~;edt! ~?~~M:~:~A~~" ~~:~~
.

210.80153

M u s I c a l , ~J~~~E~~:'~ lu,~PAo~T~~7..:!

---

SC

~~~=~:YthITa';'~/~~.'C:: : ~~:::;81

219580126

..

Mldl-poln' software. Also Peavey ! 1. 2, or J SDRM APT FURN or un·

~;~:.~.~:: ~~1~~66AnI24

!

GllEATPIANOSI35.549·2315.
. .......... 2...2An 123

3·30-88 ..

t.OCAL lAND

1

~~r]~'77~~

5''''88

.s5.nlJoJ,

P.A.

h.,p'ul.

~~ag8f

. 216280124

Carbondale

Clinic.

Furnfsh.d·

unfurnIshed, S360 up, 549·6 125

4-1-llll .............. 2982Anl29
GUITAll, BASS AND theo<y Ie..on •.
tranKTJpflons. Most .fyl.s. SJU
Grad. I.y.... p. Rich 549-61..0.
4-26-&8 .
' .... 2467"" ,.2

4·7·88

217980129

SPACIOUS FURN OR unfUf"n. E~!'1Y
• H I or 2 bdrm. all ./ect .. qUI.f
orea.457·5216

4·"·88

~i-llii

p-mo. 549-5260 or 549-0021

•. 1-88

i

A;..r~m_n~
WEST MILL STREET Aparlments.
Carbondale Just across
trom
campvs. In on. thousand block West

sir".,

Ubrary Two bedroom furnished or
unfurnished Similar fo rownhouse.
bedrooms and both up. no one
above or below d;stvrb. Bedrooms I
have windows on two Sides. 8J(- !
celi.nf ventl'ation Own"n. mow .
lawns. prOVIde normal reivs. pickup
gnd set'urlly 'Igh,s. and remov.
snow from city sidewolks Quiet
area. convenient fa Notional Foods.
laundromat.
and
downtown.
Summer $260.00 month and FoU and
S~ring 1360 00 monfh OUlce 7 I I S
Poplar SI iunc1lon W Mill SI ond 5

r;6,.~a:r S~~lld~~~~;';5;~~1:2~.tS~~rrls
3·29·88

"5580 123

SOUTH POPLAR STREET Apartments.
Corbondole. Just ocross s'r. .' Irom

~;ro~\t·.~ ~~=,~H~~~o~~:rr~~
Ubrory

Two·bedrooms.

2.7280125

II

I

~~::'::d :':"'::~;u~:'~h:::'c~:~
fvmlsh woter. pe-st
control. normal ref:.:se pJc!cup. and
l8('urlfy ',ghts. and remove snow
from dty sidewo'h. Oulet area.
convenl.nt
to
Notlonol
foods. laundromat. and downtown.
t.owwr rates for Summer Rate, vory

Woodruff Services

~~57-3321
_~~~~:-='~

MEADOW RIDGE
~.J~ ........l-..L1.

IS SurprlsJ.;'gly
~..,::r-

Affordablel

~11II1II1I1II111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

I

HOW REHTIHG FOR
FALL & SOMMER ·18

~

BOu~:;:::I::!teDts

=
E

I

Close to Campus
Call 529-10S2
Office at 703 S. Ill. A vee

~

From '170 per person

LEWIS PARK
APARTMENTS

APARTMENTS
:)IU appro~ed tor

Sophomores and up

redturlOg ~111(It>n(lt·~. 2(;, ibd

Spl,ll",,,1 dl'l,
With

S",mmlng pool

Air Condltlonml-:
\-\rdll to WdJ/ (rHPl:'t

r ulh,.

hJrn,~h(·c.

Cable TV

SerVI(l~

Outdoor g3~

PriUS

ANDYH
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPU
tor Inlormallf)n ("top bv

The Quads

1-5pm
Silt. 11-2pm

-.

457-3321

457-4123
rue ·lhufs ·Frr

- Conveniently located
• Next to school
or. Wall & Campus
- Extras Include:
WaSher/Dryer
Heat Pump
DlshVJ<lsher

CALL TODAY

1207 S. Wall
~H(lW APARTM~

Brand New
3&4
Bedroom
Townhouses

NTS

~ ~I
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'foocan't
aHord
notte.

2... 7ab128

$450. 529-r2'8. 5-+9'.3930.

olf

:=:

fa"

HOME.

MULTIPLE

3 ••. 5 BEDROOM 9 OR ,2 MONTH
lease. voriaus 'ocotlons Clos. to
...m"... Paul Bryon.
4575664.
. . 3036Bbl27
4-5-88.

R..,,,,,..

4-26-88 • .

I
~

1
_
5

=_-

§

~

. . _ , ..2

SUMMER AND-OII foil. Clo.. '0
compus. Extra nice 2. 3. and 4
bdrms. Fur" .. Insu/oted. no ~ts
549.-.
3·31-88 .
.. 209~BbI2.

HOUSH

eMu., ,.,,1 '''mm.r for fall option 1
T 1 'I. milM Ea.1 on Park trom Wall

-4 adrm. 2 gnl.. ne-ed ~

mor.

peopl.
Atl Utilitteo&lndud.d/SIOOmo.

0<-

,. 1 '4ml&esEcutonParktl'ftl"nt.N,.,11
41drm.1 needs3mo«.

Wos .... IOry.... All Utllil," Inc

SI40Qmo.

3·30·a8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 I6Bb 123
SPACIOUS FURN. OR unturn. all
brick. 3.4, QI' 5 bdrml.. energy
eHiclenf. qu'.foreo. 451-5276.
04-8-88

_r.

41DRM MILE AND 0 quc>t'fW _ . on
PorI< from worl. SI SO mo. 011 utll.
~~. 529-3513. 3
-.I I

3. 301 c.darvlew I J*"$OtI ""'1 2

~~:'~~OWrlOIY.r inc.

. 22188bl30

RENTING for
SUMMER OR FALL

4. 5070ak.3Bdrm(legl".~l

I

aa.."..nt. Womer/Dry.r
1 girl. I guy ANd 1 more parsan
SI60ea. r"'l)
5. 609N. Almond, 3adrm
_ _ ,W......./Oryer
$37Samo

Extra Nice

6. 913W. Pacon. 31d"" '(Pa.h)
Fomltr Roam. Fireploc:e
Wahlir/Oryw. IncioMd IodI.

Houses & Apts

-

Close to Campus

.......... "'->.

1525. ma

7.1182E.Walnut.511drm
1 po;;. MI1 ne.dJ ... mor.

549.480.

"UUtU!~lnc:'I3S_

(2-10) or leave messoge

529·3523

1IIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIRIlIlliIllIIIlIlInIlIIlIIlIlIIIIllIIlIIllIllIIlIIIllIlIllUWllIUIIOIlIUlIIII.

115680123

NOW RtNTlNG FOR
SUMMER & fALL 88-89

. . .. .

a"'1< CJ .RPETING.

:ri: BLOCKS' ~i:; ~~;;u:.~9=:!~

Renrals. "'574538.

73520r529·S777
3·30-88

F:JRN/SHED 3

eupancy end ,Ing'e family. 2. 3. and
• bedrooms In college neighborhood
ond lamll." netghbo.-hood. Horrell

~:Todayfor

mow 'owns.

with s'z. of units. Very compe,lfjve. I
OffIce 711 S. Poplar St.. luncllon W
Mill St. and S. Popjar St .. dlrec1'",
north 01 Mo.r:s LIbrary. Call 457·

QUALITY

Good locations
Great Prices

!

one·

.... -88 ...... ' . . .... 2122Bbl26
SPfCTACULAR 4 BEDROOM NEAR
the Rec Center. On. and one-haH
baths. cathedra' ceiling wIth owlling
fon. 5~9·39730r457-8194.
_88 ............... 2117BbI26
• 8DRM HOUSE. FURN. 0<. co",," •. v,.
cla ....o SIU. Avail. May. Aft.r noon.
1 457-77B2 or 549...265.
5-11-88 . . .. . . . . . .
2106Bb153

Carbondale's finest
two bedroom
apartments. VAIL,
PARK TOWNE, TRAILS
WEST, HICKORY GLADE.

Occupancy Now,
Summer or Fall

~u'~=:

5of9-6603.

~.' Preview some of

M.iII St., a bit northwest 01 Morri!

needed for 'eese.

snoring. No peb. L.fJGH. AvaIl. "'a~
15. $230. 5.9-6596.
NOfITHWEST. QUIET TWO bedroom.
...rparl. port. 'urnl.hed. Id...1 I",
.moll family "" 2 person' shorlnf/.
No pels. L...... Avoll AUfIUI' 15.
S3OO. 549-6596.
ENJOY A COUNTRY setting near
Cdole. large 2 bdrm duple.. olr.
corpet. wat.,., pets ok. 457.-6956 or

222080131

LUXURY 2 8DRM iOWNHOUSES. so
on GIant City block fop. , ond a hall
baths. gorag•. all oppllanCfl. S490

campus. 5300 mo . .s29.... 259
3·.'U-88., . . . . . . . . . . . 257rSbJ24
COTTAGE FURN. 3 ROOMS. (I
bdrm). no p.ls. 1000 Glan' C.ty Rd.

... -IlIl ......... , ..... 24S0Bbl26
FUIINISHED 3 BDRM HOUSE. Cor·
patlng. large rooms, ''''lJe yard. all

:,.""'::.;:,ria':.71:""!:·

foil 687.1938

~~~ 122 5 .. f."1~gj".A~·::;9~,~,

campus. 0"011. Mc.-y 15.457-

'0

.·8·88
221980130
I. 2. ond 3 BDRM APTS. CLEAN.
qul.t. tlose to COmIWs. Summer or

WHO DID VICE fItIfSIOfNT Bush ... u
It. needed sou"'; and IIghls?
Sound eo.. .fr'ngs olwoys 2 10< $9.
D.J. .,........ and MIDI recordl"l/

_

te;

4-' 1-88
23588bl31
PROFESSOR'S SUMMER SUBLET 2
bedroom house. beoutllull." fur·
nlshed. centrol a·c ... blocks from

'!N'ellkept. fum'shftd house. No pets.
549-08.6.6&4-5917.
4-25-88 ............. 2.osBbI.,
FEMALE ROOMMA TES NEEDED 10< •
bdrm haus,,,.
sem., dose to
a/aclctop Call 457-8155 ask for' Phil / ...mp u•... $.'2.sm. 0 ..•57-.606.
Sml.h, AI.... 7 p.m .•S7-_5.
4-1.-88. . . . ..... 29688bI28
~-I-IlIl ............... 2.29BbI25
3 8EDROOM HOUSE. AVAILABLE
3 BDRM DOUBLEWIDE· C'-O, nof. 90S.
now, C'os. to Sru. 504 S WaShington
w-d hook-up. GYOllobl. Imm.d.:
S'. S330 per mor-Ih. Sou'h Woods
ml'es s. of campus. No pets SJOORentals. 529- '539.
mo. onddepaolt. 687-3893.
5 · 9 - 8 8 . . . . ..
2965BbISI
4·1-&8 .............. 25..0Bbl25
SOUTH ON 51 2 8DRM hou••.
SEVERAL AVAil. BfG. Aug. 16. Y..... .'creoge ond pond. 54SO mo. Rei.
lease r4Kfuired. Close
campus. no
and deposJ'. Call 451-2190.
pels. $300·$500. 529-2533.
4.5-1l1l . .
. . 3037Bbl27
MURI'HYSBOfIO. TWO 8EDfIOOM.

tARl.iE 2 SOiM. QUIET area. neor

Nody Wir.Jess Guitar un" S I SO abo.
Call Brian 549·1193.

Close
5!J80

4-I-IlIl ............. 252.Bb125
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY SmlNG. 2
mfn. from town. Use of swimml"9

par.nb signature

on premIses. Call S49-

3·31-88

GIBSON LIS PAUL lIepll ... 5100. AI.a

:~~'fsi· ECONOMKA:~69!~~~~

Move in now. 2 bdrms. $2251 7 rri
'0 SIU. Appliances. 549·3B50
4.118
....
. .... 25678bl25
fUR,'I .. BDRM HOUSE. all util Inel

Avoll. Jun. I. Calf 529 ...253 b.I_
5. and529.-att.,.5.
.·8-1l1l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2343Bb 130
SMAU ONE 801M on Giant City

ond PI.asont HIli Rood next d'oor to

2S73AnJ7R

_3 bdrm some '04:Gfion avail. Aug,"""
15.529.1324
4-21.88 . . . . . . . . . , 25S.cSbJ39
CENTER OF CARBONDAltl Hug'"
furnlshedl 2 big bedrooms. $3001
Immediar.ly a ...allable. 549.3850.

.-6-88.. . . .

~~~:~I.:~~:~,~S~:~:

~~~~~ ';::. ~~~tc~u~!i' ~:,; ~~~~~r~:;~~~;:;·m!~~~:;Si~~~~
:~:::,,'

2565ab125
LARGE 4-6 aDRM HOUSE- Ig. yard. 2
Ilreploces. Jots 01 trees. rvasonabl.
utll .• ocrou 'rom Solu'" Laundt'l'lfnot
an Hignwoy Sf South. Avoll. May 15

4·5·8B . . . . . . . .. . .. 25098b12'
FURN TWO BDRM "a' ,.. WoII·,o·

air. w-d hook up. micro wov~.

.10380153

~ l:;~o~!o,,~~~':nd J~~ ~ : ~~::~'. 1~:~'~~~;o;·1~~: ~frr:
rang..

r,

3490
.·I-IlIl

:=~;. ~a'!::"'.'~l!'h=i' .a[=~ ~:~"~-:ndre;~n'.~':

Mayor Aug. AI'er noon.

CARBONDALE LARGE EFFICIENCY
Furn opts. N~r comptJ5 ba,h ful.1

",r' needs moJ. Jln~.,

mon.h'.5.9-317.

~l~~:ic~,y:~;~~of~r~:::::~· Me." ::':;.~;.";;~)2.,~~;~~~;;;O.AVOJl.

l ::~~~g i:s~-'o!(J;;;;~rrri~; 3~' d!iIY~

Ol,erl

fOUR BEDROOM BEHIND Ree C",'.r
OVCJllobl. in August far 9 af

~:';t:;bl':~Ug~'f~i~ 1.:85~~~I:,e. 1r"'c:;:~,:p"!~n~;:tJ~:~;~~g2~~Ks

n(. on, 451· 7782 or 549·4265

5·, '·88

plus

3·30·88
. . . . . . . . . 2370Bbr23
2 8DRM LG HOUSE on N 51 Wa'"r.
trash and w d incL oppl. furn
DePOSIt plus $420 mo. 529-1700
3·30·88
.
.. .
2369Bbl23
TOP C'DAL. LOCATIONS lor Foil.
2.3.4. and 5 bdrm 'urn/shed houses.
no pets. caU684·4'4S
4-29-88 .. ..
..
2386Sbl45
DISCOUNT HOUSING. 2.3. ond 4
bdrm furnished houses. 2' mi Nest of

20828oJ23
SUMMER AND·OR feU Close- to
compUi. Extra n·,. 2. J, and •

: 3-30-88

549-1782 south on Old 51

. ...... 23678bl23

2 80RM HOUSE on N 5 I. Wa1ltr.

THE REC Center. neo"", 2
bedroom townhomeand a holt
cen1ral 0"

'0

port/allv furnished w
mlcrowa.....' acr. yard. S 180 mo

~:t;~ l:a~In~~~n':r::;~~9~~;;~ ~~' :::~~-;~~~~p~~;;. t~. a~;;:

1

0".
"-'._~__"--__""""'~j r:~~~9~~ ;:~e::.~;:mg.

campus,

HOM;:.3;s:dr~ ~:RS:NicE 3BDRM h""~.2:"~'::.!O

l NICE 2.3." and S bdrm houses.

Furnltur.

NICE. 3·6 £DRM HOUSE. clo••

I......._ _ _ _ _--::_--.J 529·1219. a.k lor Tim.
CARBONDALE 3 BDRM 2 BATH. I .·1-88. .. . ......... 2553Bbl15

[-U:115e me. Stru:nheod.

you.r SiJbScflptlOl\ to \-\\6t\ef
just qat heft.

. .'j'
. I

Housel

By Jed Prest

I, 2, 3, lit 4 Bedroom Apar..meats
Furnl&hed or Unfurnished
Flexible Lease Terms•••
Ask aboat oar .ammer storageU
Now Open Saturduy. 10a1ft-2plft

•
•
•
•
•
•

Swimming PorI'
Tennis Courts
Nautilus Room
BIlliard Table
Big Screen TV
24 hr. Laundromat

Now Renting
for

SQ.lDD1er and Fall' 88

Apartments, Houses
Mobile Homes
Malibu Village 529·4301

HEW TOW"HOOSE
APARTMEHTS
309 W. College
509 S. Rowlin9s
519 S. Rawlings

-One block
from campus
-Washer / Dryer
-Microwave
-2 full bathroom
-Dishwasher

For more Information call 529-1082

mor.

MeblleHome.

HANDYMAN WITH PICKUP will <leon
and noul ar>ythlng. _vlnll jobs
do,... ""'so. "... cut ottd remoYed.
Call 529·3-457.
3·3'" .............. 1832~124
TYPING AND WORD pn>c... '''''.
Pop.rwork•. 82S S. IIIInol. (behInd

=-d~.-:~d~u'::;m

quailly _ . coli 529·2722

-Classified Advertising Sales Representatives
Journalism majors preferred, will
consider other majors. Four hour
work block helpful.

m_,,,,,.

3·31" . .. .......... II30EI24
THE HANDYMAN·LAWN
.-ordwork. bru.h clHrlng. tr. .
~';.-;;;2:' SprIng dean .p. ~.'Iob"
3·31". ............

• Advertising Graphic Artist
Afternoon work block necessary. Knowledge
of deadlines, typography, color separation
& screens helpfuL STC commercial
graphics majors preferred, will
consider other related majors.
-Advertising Dispatch Clerk
Journalism majors preferred, wiU
consider other majors. Afternoon
work block, 12noon-4:00 pm.
Must have reliable, insured auto, will reimburse
mileage. Good driving record a must.
Deliver daily proofs to advertisers

~s~~.

@$dxxI> lXJ§J

Now Renting for
Summer It Fall
Brand New 14' wideR
Showing Dailv From 1-5
Sat ISun by Appt.
2 Blvk. From SIU
Nelf~ 10

the Wosh Hous.e

':905 E. PARK 529-1324

FEMALE

IIOOMMA If

WANTfO

Grad.1ud ptWI. OwnDdrm. SII7.50
pi... ""I. No _ . evllle. AWl"
now. 94S-4617.."... 6 p.m.
4-5"
.2_'27

SHARE HALF OF

n_

Io~ hou..
N"""'r .-.mod..tted. unfurn4sned be,
'U
oporrm~nt.
Lorge fillIng or~. Icflcn.n. r both
Fr.shl" pointwJ LarSle. beolJtl/lJl
Ot..~k yard Non~J,moklng
Pre'.r
woman. grod S285 all bills paid
leI. 529·5527 or .~3·5371
4-/1·88
. 2561B.t130

"'mpuI.

• Advertising Office Aalliatant(s)
Journalism major preferred, wiU
consider other majors. Four hour
work block necessary. Answer
phone, schedule advertising, and work
with walk-In customers.
Complete In.b Description Available upon Request

Applications Now Available
Rm. 1259. Communications Bldg .. front Counter
Application Deadline: Thurs_. Mar. 31. 4pm

Dai{v Egyptian

:.pe;:,;.

4-5" . . . . . . . . . .. . ... InlEI26
TYPIHG·EDITING-WllfTlNG. Sam.
~ o;;.~~'.' ma~. you look good ...

21UE124

GOUI/.fER HOME IMPROVEltlEN·;.
Mechenlcol. .t.ctrI""I, ~'.y.

""'''ng.

paln"ng and
mob/Ie hom.
and resld_",,1· No Job 16 Small.
;,;:, EstJmofes. on-r 20 yt'I .••. 529-

t~~EEN·FOiI·youi·~~~':'~
OfVOnb:gtJons (shirts, lockets,
hots. "<.) DI.".,.,nlo. Gu,Io', 102 W.

01

Call_ 549-4031

4-26.. .... . ........ 2305EI42
11'.1.. FIX IT _ n g your lawn. All
of yoi'd _ . _
"'-54P-t2.11.
4-11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232'EI36
II.F.S.H. PAINTING -Profeulonallob
..., ' - ' the Pro""Jonal pt'/ce."
......Ior and ....... _. All _

"'nds

""rn-..

r:::=;.OocoU ~G~12t~

""Johr..,,529.1254.
4-7.............
ALTfIIATlONS.

25J.4f129
SEWINr..

~OI!I:'~':'I';-o:::.,rc:::. ~

Men', Su"," for ...,.. Evelyn'.
AIf..""flon, 579·1942, 715 S.

urn-srry (."....".. on TM Island)
4-~"

............... 2S51flofQ

'{Jf~~';'~D =Ds~.:B'54":
l512.
'<·15" . . . . .. .. ..... 2356£135
IAIYSITTING IN MY ""'-, •••

r~~~ olt'~Mre::-nceJ.

~

3026f126

PRIGNANT

call aUrntRIGHT
fr. . Pregnancy Te,hng

Conhd.nhal A"'lston(..

S~~:,~!.4

·"2 ,',';. MA~~

Happy

!

22nd
Birthday
Tony
Salerno!

JI

~~

JlPl
Lisa

Graffiti Hotline 536·5556

:1P(

:lFe

YOU Ci\N BE AN SPC CHAIRPERSON.
Join the exciting. fast-paced world
of programming for the SIU Comrr.ui;!ty.
Get the experience employers look for.

X

SPC is now accepting applications
for its 1988-1989 positions.
Deadline for applications is
Wednesday, April 6th, 1988 at 4:30pm.
For further information, call or stop
by the SPC oftice, 3rd floor Student Center,
536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-h. Bam-4:30pm

oExec'Jtlve ChaIr
• Travel & Recreation ·Video
'V irit
-( pmer Programming-ExpressIve Arts
• Fir.eArts
• Promotions
o(onsorts
ofilm
.Fmancial Chair

Visiting Artist Series presents

Charlotte Moser .

.Special Events
INpw

Stuwnt "a't-Rlel

·".tMl·so."
·H.......,..,',.

-.sprllw1est

4th Floo..
Video Loun~e
Student Cente ..
,\.11 Show~ '1.00

Art Critic

presents Tonight 7 & 9pm

Monday, April 4, 7pm
Morris library Auditorium

The Decline of Western Civilization
Featuring the music of Black Flag, X
Fern, The Circle Jerks. The Germs, and
a lot more L.A. Punk Action.

Michelle Stuart
Sculpture

Tuesday, April 5, 7pm

.

•••••• 5 •••••••••••••••••••••••••

~

•••••••••••

S~d~~enter~~<!it~rium_l

Student Center Ballroom B, Wed.. March 30
For more information call 453-3636
or stop by the Craft Shop. Student Center
basement level or call SPC 536-3393.

Come See The Comedy Stars of Tomorrow
Thursday April 21, 7:30pm
Student Center Ballroom D
All Tickets '5.00 on sale at _
Student Center Central Ticket Office

SIU
Cheerleading
Tryouts

Saluki Shaker
Tryouts

Clinics: April 18,19,20,21,22 6:9pm

Clinics: April 5,6,&7 6-9pm Arena
Tryouts: April9th 8:00am Arena
Note: You must attend 2 clinics prior
to tryout (Thurs. Clinic Mandatory)
For more info call Kelly Paris 536-3393

.' MlC

Spring FUms '88~
~1"d@nt"-en1er

"

Audltot.un.

All ShowsS2

(World's Worst Film Festival)

Glen or Glenda
Thurs., Mar. 31 7&9pm
j

,1

)

~

,'I

•

•

,

.'

•

I

,
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Tryouts: April 23 8:00am SIU Arena
Note: You must attend 2 clinics prior
to tryouts (Fri. clinic mandatory)
Paris at 536-3393
For more info call

Applications are now
available for booths at
Springfest. The booths cost
$10. Pick up applications
at all RSO mailboxes at the
Office of Student
Development or SPC 3rd
Aoor Student Center. Turn
in before April 18th.

Goetz conviction appealed
Subway vigilante
wants vindication
NEW YORK (UPIJ Subway gunman Bernhard
Goetz Tuesday asked an apjleals court to overturn his
cunviction and six-month jail
term for illegal gun possession
in an attempt to clear his name
after a three-year battIe with
authorities.
"Hopefully, this matter will
come to a final conclusion with
Bernhard Goetz being set free
from the criminal justice
system," his lawyer, Barry
Slotnick, said.
Goetz, 40, who has been free
on $5,000 bail, went to the
Appellate Division of State
Supreme Court in Manhattan
in search of vindication late
Monday.
Reached at his Chelsea
apartment Tuesday, the
subway gunman refused to
comment.
The thin, bespectacled
electronics specialist shot and
wounded four youths with an
unlicensed silver pistol on a
subway train on Dec. 22, 1984,
after one of them demanded
$5.

Goetz, who had been injured
in a mugging four years
earlier and had applied but
was turned down for a gun
permit, claimed he shot the
young men in self-defense
because he was afraid he
would be hurt in a robbery.
The white subway gunman

"He had no previous
record. He had applied for a pistol
permit. He had
previously been attacked. He is a
decent, law-abiding
citizen. "
-Barry Slotnick

became a hero to many crimeweary Americans but was
vilified by some activists who
charged the shooting of four
black youths was racially
motivated.
Goetz was cleared of attempted murder, assault, and
reckless
endangerment
charges on June 16 after a
sensational two-month trial
before state Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Crane of
Manhattan.
But a jury of four women and
eight men convicted Goetz of
third-degree
criminal
possession of a weapon.
The subway gunman was
sentenced to six months in jail
on Oct. 19.

co~~d~ aarf~:~!nt~~~e,the

Slotnick argued that the
judge "directed" a guilty
verdict on the gun charge by
not giving the jury an option to
acquit the subway gunman

Y0,~\[(",r'

self at truck,
saves others

Ralph Norman, 76, of the
Bronx jumped in front of a
United Parcel Service truck
that had crashed with a school
bus Monday and was
careening toward the sidewalk
where two boys and a girl
stood, police said. Norman
shoved aside the children and
the overturned truck crushed
him.
Norman "pushed the
children out of the way before
being crushed by the truck,
according to witnl"!sses,"
police spokesman James
Coleman said. "I guess this
guy's a hero."
Police said Norman did not
know the children.
Norman, who lived in a $7&'
a-month basement apartment,
was returning home from a
grocery store when the accident occurred.
Larry Coleman, 36, said
Norman visited with him 15
minutes before the incident.
He said Norman was "the type
to help everybody. "
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Try Today
ar-B-Que Cb..ieken

with Frtee; a. Cole Slaw

S1 8
e

Michelob Dark
45~ Drafts
~, '. ~82.50 Pitchers

,.
..

".r

Il~;l.D611549-8178
S. Il.Iinois· :~

~.

I! __

~.
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Try Carbondale's fineS! GYROS sandwich.
The Greek gourmel sandwich made 01
U.S. choice beef blended with Greek spices
garnished with tomatoes, onions, and
a sour cream based sauce
served on a pita bread.

I

I

~l~<¢
Carry Out or ...lIvery

457-0303
516 1.lIIlnol. A••• • Carloondal.

I

I

111 I.
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It's Back!
t
~ {,IIAII You Can Eat Food Buffet":~
iC
~

iC
iC

~

iC

~

~
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~JE/i~Rf®

~

T

-;...

,

~
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Save Time ... Trouble. Let U. Deliver

iC

T

iT
T

-

--~-)

IHALf GYROS AFTER 10:00pm S 1.251

iC

P

~

-
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DellcaC:G~'

Delivered to You!

..

Puzzle answers
T

>

~.

Low.... ' .... 1V. ....... _thof
CIII ........ _51.O""74h1ya.......
7 _ .. 10....

;:=;:~v

>tqA Tasty Greek

NEW YORK (UP!) - A 76year-old man died to save the
lives of three children by
throwing himself in the path of
a truck and lIushing the
children to safety, police said.

I

I

ARNOLD'S MARKET
\~
Countryside Whipping Cream 2 for '1 . i
Country.lde Lowfat Milk
'1.39/9al.
Countryside Cottage Cheese 24oz.99C
Field laked Cured Ham '4.39 lib ......"C.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Man throws

A

because of extenuating cir·
cumstances.
The defense lawyer also
called the sentencing "improper," saying Goetz should
never have been ordered to
serve time in jail.
"He had no previQ!.4S record.
He had <lpplierl for a pistol
permit. He had previously
been attacked, He is a decent,
law-abiding citizen," Slotnick
said.
"Hopefully, he will be vin·
dicated," the attorney added.
Prosecutors declined
comment until they file papers
on April 'El. The appeal was not
expected to be decided for six
months.
All four of the victims lived
in Bronx housing projects and
had arrest records at the time
of the shooting.
Three have sued Goetz for
$68.5 million.
Darrell Cabey, 22, the mrst
seriously injured youth who
was paralyzed and brain
damaged in the shooting, filed
a $50 million suit against the
subway gunman.
James Ramseur, 21, who is
serving an eight and one-third
to 25-year prison term for
raping a pregnant teenager.
wants $8.5 million in damages.
Troy Canty, 22, who is
working as a cook for Phoenix
House drug rehabilitation
center in Westchester where
he had undergone treatment
for more than 18 months,
asked for $10 million in his suit.
All three cases have been
consolidated.

~~T---~-~-~--------"----------------------~.
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Food Buffet
Wed.-Ham & Beans
Thurs.-Taco Bar
Fri.-Chicken & Dumplings
Mon.-Ravioli
Tues.-Open Face Roast Beef
Soup & Sandwich Special
~

~

$1.29

2

S

:

~

~

99

•

:
1C

Buffet Hours

11-6

:

~
iC

Daily Breakfast Special
2 Eggs any style, Hash
Browns, Bacon or Sausage,
& Toast
$1.89

{(

~

~~

American Gas & Wash

~
"
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SUPER
SAVINGS!
_....

................
.......................CIt-...., ....

r"..:----_ ... ....
~~m~

_ _ ICOUPON _ _ ' "

~~m~

8 TO 10·l8. AVG WHOLE
FISCHER'S
,

~

BoneleS$~~'"

- _

U.S. GOVT. INSPECTED
FROZEN 10 TO 1IHB. AVG. GRADE "A"

..~,i·~Big value.

Ham~JTurkey ','
LB.. . .

LB.. . .

•

SPRITi:. DIET COKE.
• 'CHERRY COKE, COCA COLA OR

0

KROGER U.S.D.A. GRADE "A"

tOz.

• Large

.,~;'.'~~~J Classic

II

..."!! COke

12-PAK 12-0Z. CANS ...

Eggs

DOZEN....

•
•

I

II

•
•

•

I

•
I
I
I
•• __
_1_ . ._........ 1-241
1I;.
m...~. _ _ _ _

-.n~~=1,'='M.

CALIFORNIA RED RIPE

.••

Driscoll':l' f

~~1~14-ROLL

strawbelTies \\')
QUART ...

PAK ...

'8

Shrimirln

wgg

PER

~;~;~er

t

49

COOkies . . . D02en
P~ilAAily EtwPtiao. MallM3Cl,ol988

t

Brae"s Assortf'O

Easter
Candy . . . . .

l~

89

LB.

the Shell . . . . . ~
LB.

,

Surrogate mom sold story to supermarket tab
Whitehead Gould
seeks visitation
rights to daughter
HACKENSACK, N.J. (UPl)
- Mary Beth Whitehead Gould
admitted Tuesday that she
sold the story of her wedding
and photos of Baby M, the
child she bore under a
surrogate motherhood contract, to a supermarket tabloid
for $20,000 last November.
Whitehead Gould, visibly
pregnant by her new husband,
told a judge deciding how often
she will be able to visit the 2-

year-old girl now known as
Melissa Stern that she sold the
story not to seek publicity but
to avoid it.
Whithead Gould said she
knew there would be
widespread media interest in
her November marriage to her
second husband, New York
accountant Dean Gould, and
that she hoped the agreement
with Star magazine would
keep other reporters 3.W:::y and
keep the ceremony irom
becoming "a three ring circus."
Whitehead Gould's attorney,
Joel Siegal, said outside the
courtroom that Whitehead
Gould also .vas broke at the

time of her marriage and
needed the $20,000 to pay bills.
Whitehead Gould's alleged
penchant for publicity has
been a key issue in the
visitation hearing, the final
chapter in an unprecedented
legal dispute over Whitehead
Gould's right to change her
mind and reclaim the daughter
she had agreed to bear for a
childless couple.
The couple, William and
Elizabeth Stern of Tenafly,
argued in the first day of the
hearing Monday that
Whitehead Gould would
"undermine" their parenting
efforts and hllrmfully exploit
the child for publicity if

allowed visitation.
The New Jersey Supreme
Court ruled unanimously last
month that a $10,000 surrogacy
contract requiring Whitehead
Gould to give up all contact
with Baby M amounted to "the
sale of a child'· and was invalid.

ditions visitation should be
allowed.
Whitehead Gould had twohour, court-supervised visits
with her daughter each week
while waiting for the Supreme
Court decision and has continued those visits since the
ruling.

The court denied Whitehead
Gould's request for custody,
but said she remained the legal
mother and is "entitled to
visitation at some point." The
justices ordered another
hearing in state Superior
Court, where the original Baby
M trial was held, to decide how
often and under what con-

Whitehead Gould de~cribed
a loving relationship with her
daughter and denied any
hatred for William Stern.
"I know she loves mE',"
Whitehead Gould said in a soft,
calm voice in the Hackensack
courtroom.
"There's
something special there"

Church: Swaggart's out for 1 year
-Rugged. Tough

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPl)
- The National Assemblies of
God Tuesday ordered that
disgraced TV evangelist
Jimmy Swaggart be barred
from preaching for at least one
year for his admission of
"moral iailure" involving a
prostitute.
G. Raymond Carlson, the
church's general superintendent, announced the
disciplinary action at a news
conference at the cburch's
world beadquarters after
informing Swaggart in
Louisiana by telephone.
Swaggart, who may appeal
the decision to the church's
General Presbytery, whicb
bolds its annual meeting in
August, had no immediate
comment. A spokesman said
Swaggart would issue a
statement this morning.
The Assemblies of God's
Executive
Presbytery
determined Swaggart shall be
without a pulpit ministry for
not less than one year and that
he shall undergo rehabilitation
for DOt less than two years. It
also barred distribution or use
of tapes of Swaggart in the

United States or abroad.
Swaggart's suspension
means he cannot preacb at all
for the first year and in a
second year only under
supervision from the churcb.
SW3ggart could have been
expelled from the church.
Tbe decision was made by
tbe Executive Presbytery
after the 206 members of the
232-member
General
Presbytery meeting for two
days voted Tuesday that the
13-member group should
determine Swaggart's fate
because it is responsible for
ministers' credentials.
Tbe voice vote was
described as unanimous,
although some members of the
Louisiana District had sought
unsuccessfully to push their
rt!f!ommendation of tbree
ml)ntbs suspension.
Carlson, wbo read a
prepared statement at the
news conference, said be
talked with Swaggart and that
they had prayecf.Carlsou said
the two men did not discuss the
length of time Swaggart has to
accept the church's punishment and what Swaggart's

"/ believe that the church is strong and that the
church is strengthened and purified by this (the
decision). "
-G. Raymond Carlson

NEW

(UP!)

Passover Haggadah, a 400year-old book about the
Hebrew exodus from Egypt.
Raphael Podde, 45, and
Gabriel Reguer, 49, partners in
the Pardes Rimonim Press in
Woodmere, N.Y., were
charged with conspiracy and
wire fraud in an alleged
scheme to defrliud collectors
at ancient Hebrew books and
documents by selling and
attempting to sell counl:6rfeit
copies of the GuadaJaxara
Haggadah.
According to the four-count
federal indictment, Reguer,
using the alias "Rollie Bland,"
sold an entire counterfeit
Haggadah to two Brooklyn
collectors for $60,000 in September 1986 and a ttempted to
sell another Brooklyn collector
a secood counterfeit copy for
$90,000, but the deal feU
through.
The indictment also said
Podde sold three counterfeited
pages of the book to a collector
of Hebrew documents for
$12,000 in 1986 and sold to the
same col1~Wr a counterfeited
page of anotner Hebrew book
said to Oe printed about 1490
for'':~.

i
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Make More Than a Difference
:
Tomorrow is the last day to pick-up :
and return petitions.
i
"Some people watch what happens,
Some wonder what happens!
:

!
**

••*

6 VOLT SIZES FROM
In Murphysboro take 127 North to
Indu.trial Park Rd. (acrOli from
McOonaIcl'.). Tum left at first stop
lign. Then left again to Associated
Battery Supply.

Call 687-3344

WELLNESS
CENTER
GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS

L\HEL\lTHY
tVEIGHM
Learn safe and effective ways

to lase weight permcmently.
A Supportive 4 - " group
Mginni"ll

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30
7-9PM
Call 536444\ to regi.ter

OUR ONI. Y HOPE FOR A
CURE IS PREVENTION
This
progrom
Includes
a
reo/lstlc and Informal/ve film and a
discussion on ways to prevent the
spread of this deadly sexual,.,.
transmitted disease. Co·sponsDTed
Health Ed. Dept.

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 30
7-9PM
II/Inols Room. Student Center
Presented by John Moore
and Cathy Devera
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-long life and
~'
Reliable Power
I {11;O/tt'
-12 and 6voll
~'.:'::
available
' .. ~. -:
12 _It
SIZES TO FIT MOST
fro. " ••90 MOTORCYClE MAKES

itBATTE/W SUPPLY

Baton Rooge on Feb. 21 that be
was guilty of an unspecified
"moral failure." Swaggart
told church officials he met
with a prostitute once, Church
spokeswoman Juleen Turnage
said.
But Deborah Murphree, wbo
is wanted in a New Orleans
suburb on a prostitution
charge, said Swaggart paid
ber $50 a meeting on several
occasions for more than a year
to perform obscime acts. She
has signed what ber lawyer
called a six-figute contract
with Penthouse magazine for a
tell-all ink-mew and a nude
photo layout.
It was Swaggart who last
year revealed that television
evangelist Jim Bakker bad a
sexual tryst with church
secretary Jessica Hahn.

decision would be.
"It is boped that Jimmy
Swaggart will agree to this
program of rehabilitation and
that such program will be
redemptive and restorative in
the life and ministry of our
brother and to the testimony
and influence of the church of
Jesus Christ."
Tbe General Presbytery met
for six bours Monda.y and its
members reconvened for
about two hours Tuesday
morning before a cieciJ:;ion was
reached.
"I believe that the church is
sirong and that the chu."Ch is
strengthened and purified by
this (the decision)," Carlson
said during questioning by
reporters.
Swaggart told members of
his 7,OOO-plus congregation in

r**~~~(2****i
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Two charged
with forging
Hebrew text •
:
YORK
-Two
Italian printers wbo specialize
in restorations of ancient :
Hebrew texts were arrested
Tuesday on charges of seIling :
a forgery of the first printeii

. _

Construdion

*

usa i

For More Info call 536.. 3381
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A STRESS
MANAGEMENT ClASS
Learn

to

incraase

decreale
school

ten. ion.

performance.

improve concentration, and ovoid
unnec••sary iUne•••

A ~ week do.. Itarting

THURSDAV, MARCH 31
7·9PM
Illinois Room. Student

c-...

Tought by More Cohe"

For individual
counseling,
536·4441
Part of your

slue Student
Health Program.
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Duke's King of defense
earns respect in NCAAs
DURHAM, N.C. (UPl) - As Duke's poorest
shooter, Billy King emerges an unlikely hero.
He has scored in double figures only twice in
<14 games and averages less than 50 percent
from the foul line.
He also has the defensive skills that have
earned him the nicl:name "Secretary of
Defense" and the res~t oE opposing teams.
The senior co-captian and the Blue Devil's
relentless man-to-man defense Saturday will
face Kansas in the semifinals of the NCAA
Tournament at Kemper Arena in Kansas City,
Mo.
Duke, 28-6, is ranked fifth nationally while
Kansas, 25-11, is the unexpected team at the
Final Four.
"Billy is definitely a cornerstone of the team
because h~ is one of the big leaders," said
Duke's leading scorer and rcbounder, Danny
Ferry, a 1988 UPI All America selection. "We
look to him a whole lot because he covers up so
many of my mistakes and everybody else's."
King, a 6-foot-6, 205 pounder from Sterling,
Va., is more modest about wwt he does for his
teammates, preferring to foc.us on onlHln-one
competitions against the most prolific threat on
an opposing team.
"I'm just a competitor going against other
great competitiors," King said. "Going into
each game, I know I fac~ a challenge, especially
when its a guy like (Temple's) Mark Macon."
Last Saturday, Duke conquered top-ranked
Temple 63-53 in the East Regional final at the
Meadowlands in New Jersey and King's constant defensive pressure created a nightmare
for Macon, generally regarded as the premier
freshman in college basketball this season. The
18-year-old Macon made only 6 of 29 shots, in-

P~~::~r:i;

the Wildcats
would not try to hold the ball as
much as Villanova did last
Saturday in a 78-59 loss to the
Sooners in the Southeast
Regional final. Olson added,
however, the Wildcats would
not try to match Oklahoma in a
running game.
"We don't average over 100
points a game, so it is obvious
we're not going to chase up and
down the court like they do,"
Olson said.
The Sooners, 34-3, averaged
104 points per game this year,
with an average victory

:- ,~J.l~
-

~

"We wouldn't be if] the Final Pour
without Billy's ability to stop individual players. Billy understands
his role on our team and he is a
Vt~ry mature basketball player."

2-4pmSat., April 2
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-Coach Mike Krzyzewski
cluding7 air balls.
Macon joined a club of other well-known
players whose offensive production has been
limited by King's deferu.ive tenacity. Perhaps
the best example this season came Feb. 7 when
David Rivers, the third leading scorer in Notre
Dame history, shot only 3 of 17, largely due to
King's persistent hounding.
King, who plans to pursue a career in
broadcasting or politics, says he typically
studies several tapes of an opponent OOfore the
showdown.
"H I go into a game and allow him to do
something easy at the beginning, then
everything I've gotten a reputation for is null
and void," said King, who has made 53 steals
and has taken a team-high 22 charges this
season.
"I've got to establish myself early and try to
put some doubts in the other guy's mind. "
Coach Mike Krzyzewski, who has directed the
Blue Devils to an 1IlJ-18 record the last three
seasons, has built Duke's success on a foundation of reliable, consistently tough defense.

Arizona coach says guards
will control game's tempo
TUCSON, Ariz. (UPI) Arizona Coach Lute Olson said
Tuesday he would snow his
experienced guards
to
determine the tempo of
Saturday's NCAA basketball
semifinal against Oklahoma.
"They've played 37 games,
we've played 37 games, " Olson
said at his weekly news conference. "At this point, it gets
down to who can get who to

.,
Pool Partyl
1l
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fine. Then

"We don't average
over 100 pOints a
game, so it Is obvious
we're not going to
chase up and down
the court like they
(Sooners) do.
II

(they'll) let it go a
little bit," Olson said. "But if
the momentum isn't right, we
have people who can sense that
immediately and will adjust as
need be."
Olson said Oklahoma's
players are more athletic, but
gave his team the advantage in
major~ollege experience.
The coach alsO praised his
counterpart at Oklahoma,
Billy Tubbs,

-Coach Lute Olson

margin of 23 points. Arizona,
35-2, averages 85 points per
game, but has a victory
margin of more than 21 points,
second only to the Sooners
among Division 1 schools.
Guards Steve Kerr and
Craig McMillan, both threeyear starters, will draw the
assignment of dictating the
tempo. Olson said they have
developed a feel for how a
game is going.
"If the momentum is Ulert',

"I think all you have to do is
look at his record through the
years," Olson said.. "The guy
has done a great job. 1 think he
rubs some people the wrong
way because be has a lot of
confidence in what be does and
he speaks his mind."
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14th Eastman Award goes
to Kansas'Danny Manning
LAWRENCE, Kan. mPH Danny Manning, a two-time
All-America from Kansas, was
named the recipient Tuesday
of the 14th Eastman Award,
which is given to the top player
as determined by a vote of
college basketball coaches.
Manning became the Big
Eight Conference's all-time
leading scorer this season and
bas more than 2,800 points and
1,000 rebounds in his career.
He is also a three-time Big
Eight player of the year.
. The ~aybawks lost just three
times m 60 games at home in
the Manning era which will
end in the F~ Four. Kansas
meets Duke In the NCAA

"This means a lot to me
because the coaches across the
country voted on it," Manning
said. He also thanked his
family and teammates "for
being so unselfish. "
Maruting was given a halfsize replica of the Eastman
Award by former Kansas State
Coach Jack Hartman, who was
beaten by a Manning-led team
in his fmal game with the
Wildcats.

The actual trophy, a figure
of a basketball player dribbling down court, IS on display
at the Basketball Hall of Fame
in Springfield, Mass. Each
winner's name i,; in:;cribed on
tnetror')".
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Harrer, Philippou receive
conference honors in track

The Data Processing Management Association
is hosting the 5th Annual

II II CO~J.~!~~o,~~OW

By Stephanie Wood

Staff Writer
The Missouri Valley and the
Gateway conferred theil'
weekly honors upon members
of the Salukis' men's and
women's track teams, which
both competed at the Saluki
Open in Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
Saturday.
Senior Ron Harrer was
named Missouri Valley Athlete
of the Week with his discus
throw of 179·feet.
Sophomore Christiana
Philippou was the Ga'eway
Athlete of the Week for setting
a school triple jump record 4()..
feet, I-inch.

Harrer was an All-American
in the discus last year. Harrer
threw 190-7 on March 19 at
Southwest Louisiana Invitational to qualif:.. for this
season's nationals.
At the Saluki Open, Harrer
threw the javelin 200-8 to win

2:00 pm - 9:00 pm
SIUStudentCentcr
BallroomD

~

~

Featuring:
·K demonstrations and displays
.Local Vendors, Computer Clubs & Campus Dept's.
·The latest in microcomputer hardware & software

Ron Harrer

the event. He placed seconti in
the hammer throw with 167-5
and fourth in the shot put with
51-1l,2.

Philippou's previous personal best was 4fI feet at the

IS YOUR THESIS
IN THE FREEZER?

Christiana Phlllppou

Gateway Indoor
pionships. The
qualifying standard
triple jump is 41-4.
Philippou also won
jumpat5.92-meters.

~
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NCAA
for the
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GIBBS, from Page 2 4 - - - said having Mary Jo Firnbach <'263) and Smugala
(.434) precede her in the
batting order helps.
"Usually teams that are
smart won't throw good
pitches to a No. 4 hitter"
Gibbs explained. "But with
the good No. 2 and No. 3
hltters w(: have on this team,
thloY have to pitch to me as
well. I've seen better pitches
this season. "
Gibbs was a top catcher for
the Carbondale Community
High School softball tt>...am.
She also played basketball
and tennis.
Last season Coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer moved Gibbs
to the outfield, until a
shoulder injury forced Gibbs.
to the infield. Even so, she
was the only freshman to
make the All-Gateway team.
A successful arthroscopic
surgery in late December has
Gibbs playing at full strength
again.
"She's stronger than last
year." i3recht.elsbauer said.
"S";:uy's done extremely
well. She hits with good
power."
To Brechtelsbauer, Gibbs'

Mine was. By the time I had l\TiUen Il)" pages. I I\a.~
conl·inced that my house would hurn down. I k('pt 1111
note cards on ice. too

"It's a real asset to have individuals that can
play more than one pOSition. I know that
where ever I put her, I get a top-ratf:id
performance. "
-Coach Kay Brechtelsbau(lf

biggest contribution is her
ability to play almost every
position on the field. Before
the shoulder injury, pitching
coach Gary Bucklps had
Gibbs work on a pitching
delivery.
"It's a real asset to have
individuals that can play
more than one position,"
Brechtelsbauer said. "I know
that where ever I put her, I
get a top-rated performance."
Again, Gibbs credits her
father's direction for her
versatility.
"As long as 1 can
remember, mv father told
me that if 1 learned to play
everywhere, I'd have a better
chance to be successful,"
Gibbs said. "So 1 took

thousands of fly balls as well
as thousallds of ground balls
with him."
Gibbs said she sees a lot of
good things ahead, both for
herself and the team.
"Nothing but good things ..
Gibbs said. "The people on
this team are a joy to play
with. We'll only get better.
There's so much talent. As a
coach, it would be wonderful
to have this much versatility
to work with."

In May there wa.~ a power failure. :\ half-gallon of 'lint
Chip ice cream infiltrated my study of industrial
espi(lIlage.
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In that kind of environment. Gibbs is willing to
play whatever position
Brechte!.sbauer dictates.
"I'd like to play where
Coach thinks I'm needed. I'm
comfortable in
that
situation," she said.

E

At Domino's
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Pitcher Dave Henley bas
been out of action since the
Florida trip because of a bad
back.
"We know we're going to
have trouble with him, Meyer
and Beattie," Jones said. "All
of them could be out all year or
they could be back tommorrow."
-Nine Saluki regulars are
batting o\'er .300. Chuck
Verschoore (.524), Cliff
McIntosh (,478), Joe Hall
(.393), Rick Damico (.387),
Rick Gaebe (,360), Chuck

Locke (.350), Dave Wrona Jones said. "I don't know
(,333), Doug Shields (,321) and where they all came from. In
Brad Hollenkamp (.304) have my own mind, I'm having a
led the team to a .359 average. tough time seeing where it's a
Saluki opponents are hitting balk. Maybe 1 don't understand the balk rule. ,.
.265.
-The rash of balks called by
maJor league umpires in
spring training descended
upon Abe Martin Field on
Sunday. Three balks called on
Saluki pitchers had Jones and
pit.ching coach Kirk Champion
shaking their heads.
"I don't understand those,"

-Ex-Saluki Jim Adduci,

Who~laYed in Japan last year,

is r ting with Ruppurt Jones
for
last outfield spot on the
Milwaukee Brewers. Adduci
was originally drafted by the
St. Louis Cardinals in 1980
after hitting .425 with 14 HRs
and 59 RBIs for the SaIukis.

RAIN, from Page 24
finer parts of the game.
"But that's the exciting
thing about having a young
club like ours. There is growth.
You can see the improvement.
A great future is ahead of
them," sbesaid.
Other Dotes :
-Although SIU-C, Bradley,
and Indiana State each had a 3-

1 record and tied for second at

the Saluki Invitational over the
weekend only Bradley was
awarded the second-place
trophy. Using a tie-breaking
procedure based on run differential, Indiana State took
third and SIU-C fourth.

to

humdrum day of the =

cal~e:;;dneSday,
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three mound appearances at
the Saluki Invitational, bas a
2.59 earned run average for the
season. Lisa Peterson leads
the team with a 1.72 ERA.

-Freshman Kim Twnmins
bas the top on-base per-TraciFurlow, who allowed centage. She's reached 21
just one earned run during . times for a .525 average.
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Itchy not satisfied with team's play
By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

If the weather permits, the
Salukis will try to start a new
winning streak in a
doubleheader against Missouri
today in Columbia. Tuesday's
game against St. Louis was
rained out. The game is
rescheduled for April 4.
St. Francis snapped the
Salukis' seven-game winning
streak in the first game on
Sunday. Coach Itchy Jones
was not pleased with the effort

given by his players, who blew
a four-run lead in the second
game.
"It seems to be a thing we've
gone through the last couple of
years," Jones said. "It's like
we're content to play .500 on
t~_"" weekend. We've never had
tnat much success here in the
last five or six years in
baseball that I feel our team
should get complacent. "
As Jones said earlier in the
season, coaches are probably
the greediest people in the

world. The Salukis are 12~ this
season and 158-118-2 over the
last six years. The .568 winning

C=~~dlli~~JIf!~

(,522) and the men's basketball team (,414),

Other Dotes:
-Pitcher Dale Kisten, who
owns a 19-8 career record,
made his first relief appearance in two years when he
relieved Lee Meyer in the sixth
inning of Sunday's second

game. Kisten took the loss as
he allowed three runs, two of
which were unearned, two
walks and a hit in the inning.
He settled down and retired
the side in order in the seventh.
"Dale went out on the mound
and wasn't sharp at all," Jones
said. "I thought he really
changed his style of pitching.
He tried to be a power pitcher.
Maybe because he was only

f~~ it!

der."
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Jones was hesitant to use
Larry Beattie for the second
day in a row. Beattie recorded
his second save on Saturday.
The Saluki bullpen had just
three saves all onast season.
"Beattie's arm is okay,"
Jones said. "Beattie is the type
of guy that we'll try to use for
one inning only because of his
arm and knee trouble. We'll
try to give him and Lee Meyer
as much time as we can."
See PLA Y, Page 23

No range
driving
team crazy
By Steven Welsh
SlaffWriter

The women's golf team's
quest to capture the Gateway
Conference title is being hurt
by the lack of a driving range
to practice on.
The team has lost the
privilege of using the driving
range at the Jackson Country
Club, where it practices, and
has been unable to obtain the
use of a field on campus.
The troubles began when the
Jackson Country Club's board
of directors voted to no longer
allow the team to use the small
driving range before the
begining of the spring season.
"I can see their point of
view, actually," Coach Diane
Daugherty said. "We were
taking practice time away
from paying club members.
"Plus the fact that we hit the
ball correctly, so we create a
lot of divot holes. They weren't
too crazy about us tearing up
the range, so I really can't
blame them at all."
Since then, the team hasn't
been able to find a field on
campus that it can get some
driving practice on.

w~'~l:~::e4: Ca~C::dh:~~

end up' losing all our practice
balls, ' Daugherty said. "Two
holJ.rs a day would be fine."
Michael Perkins, assistant
athletic director, says he is
uncertain why the team hasn't
been able to find a field,
"There ~ a field behind the
baseball field, but the rugby
team practices there right
now, " Perkins said. "Other
than that, I'm not sure what
the situation is."
The team has been at-

~f~~t~~r:s 'fr~mth~:~~~

bondale Community
School

High

"That hasn't been working
out very well," Daugherty
said. "They have soccer
practice there right after
school gets out, so if we're
lucky we'll get 15 minutes of
practice. And if it rains at all,
that field's a complete
washout.
"We don't get to practice
shots with a 6- Dr 7-iron," she
said. "When we're in a tournamentand we have to use a 6or 7-iron, we're not consistent
at all. It really hurts our play."
"It's a little like (basketball
coach) Rich Herrin tossing a
ball out to his guys, letting
thel!l ~lay five.on}ive, and
calling It a practice.

Stllft Photo by Ben M. Kulrln

The softball team hopes the tarp protects the field enough from
Tueac:lay's raIn to enable them to playa doubleheader agaInst

Southeast MIssourI at 3 p.m. today at lAW Field. Sunshine Is in
today's forocast.

Rain threatens softball dOLlbleheader
By Troy Taylor
SlaffWriter

Gibbs gets honored

SIU-C and Southeast
Missouri have a history of
having the weather turn sOl4I'
whenever they try to meet on
the softball diamond, and it
looks like that tradition is
continuing.
Last season only one of four
scheduled games between the
two were played. One
doubleheader was canceled
because of cold, another game
was called because of rain.

By troy Taylor
SlaffWriter

Shelly GIbbs

Softball second baseman
Shel!y Gibbs, who lives with
her parents in Carbondale,
said she has her dad to thank
for her success on the
diamond.
"If he hadn't pushed me
and told me what he knows
about the game, I couldn't be
where I am," Gibbs said.
That being the case, her
father, Gary Gibbs, should be
beaming at his daughter's
latest accomplishment.
Gibbs,
a
5-foot-5
sophomore, was named the
Gateway Player of the Week
for helping lead SIU-C to a 3-1

10 mph.
The only thing that is giving
Brechtelsbauer hope of getting
the game in is the late afternoc.n start.
Southeast Missouri was a
preseason No. 4 Division II
pick by Women's Fast Pitch
World magazine. Returning
for Coach Lana Flynn from
last season's NCAA regional
final squad are Julie Hume

( .371) and Chris Wood ( ,313) .
•'Southeast is stronger than
some of the Divsion I teams we
face," Brechtelsbauer said.
"The! are ::: strong, strong
hitting ball club."
The Southeast Missouri
lineup is bolstered by junior
college transfer Laura Weston.
The Otahkians recruited a top
pitcher in Shelle Wadsworth
and returns Beth Russell (16-3,

d!:'~~!:j'ayJd;l~ 3 J'i'!rd
look dim. As of Tuesc!ay
evening, 2.84 inches of rain had
fallen on Carbondale in a 24hour period, ;:A W Field, across
from the Recreation Center,
was flooded after a portion of
the tarpaulin cover had blown
:~:~f ~fi:fred the right
"If it were to quit raining
soon, if the sun comes out, if
the wind blows, and if we get
lucky, we might still get the
game in," Coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer said Tuesday
evening.
Todav'" fore<!aSt ralls for
sunshine, with increased
cloudiness later in the day. The
high will be in the 5Os-ooB, with
winds out of the northwest at

Page 24, Daily Egyptian, March 30, l!111S

record at the Saluki Invitationallast weekend.
She became the second
Saluki to receive the honor
this season after shortstop
Theresa Smugala was named
the conference's top player
last week.
For the Saluki Invi~tional,
Gibbs had seven hits, in·
cluding two doubles and two
runs batted in, to lift her
season average to .~58. She
l~ds the team with eight
doubles, only one shy of
Jenny Shupryt's school
record of nine, set in 1985.
Gibbs, who bats fourth.
S . . GIBBS, Page 23

O.98ERAl.
Brechtelsbauer said the
Salukis are playing as well as
some veteran clubs, but still
need to improve fielding skills.
"We have to eliminate
errors," said Brechtelsbauer,
whose team has 25 errors in 16
games. "We still have a great
deal to learn in the finesse, the
S. . RAIN, Pelle 23

